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J. W. ROYER, SI.

j jpi W . W ALTERS,

P ra ctisin g P h y sician ,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,

TBAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Y. W EBER, M. !>.,

P ra ctisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG, Ta. Office Honrs : Until 9
a. m.; 7 too p. m.

g

A. K R i SEY, R . I).,

J J A R V E Y L. SHOMO,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
321 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN.
At Residence, Royenford, after 5 p. m.
Prompt attention given to all legal business.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
Bankruptcy.
1-10

H o m eo p ath ic P hysician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Honra : Until 9 •J^DW IN S. NYt'E,
a. m.; 6 to 8 p. m.

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
Q B. HORXIA l i , R . !>.,

509 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Keystone ’Phone No. 280.
English and German,
,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG-, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

g

J J R . B . F. PLACE,

5-9.

P . SPA R E ,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,

D entist,
OUR. MAIN AND DeKADB STREETS
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.

Q h e a p a n d R e lia b le D e n tistr y .

Dr, H, S, Homan,
800 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.

IRONBRIDQE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
5aply.

J

H . HAM ER, M. D .,

H o m e o p ath ic P hysician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
10 a, m., from 0 to 9 p. m. • Special attention
given to ear, nose and chroat diseases. 23au.

jP

8 , BOONS,

In active practice 20 years. The only place
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 88,000 gal
lons administered the past 0 years. Beautiful
S la te r a n d R oofer,
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

r j R . 8 . D . CORNISH,

D EN TIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

J J R . FR A N K B R A N D R E T H ,

TTI 8 . FOLEY,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRAPPE, PA.
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)

D EN TIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

G. HOBSON,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
VORR1STOWN

and

COLLEGEVILLE.

All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.

u .

8 . G, F l N K B IN E R ,
ROYERSFORD, PA.

(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank of
Royersford, successor to David Springer.)
REAL ESTATE AND 'INSURANCE; Mu
tual and Stock Companies represented. Matur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed at
established board rates. Special attention to
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
Loans. Notary Public.
10-3.

EXTRACTING,
P A IN L E 88
»5 CENTN.
O ar L atè8t Im p ro v ed M ethod.

'g D W A R D E .L O N G ,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
end N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement o f Estates a
Specialty. Practices In Bankruptcy Courts.
Of f ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
3pp.Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall & Stan bridge Streets, NORR1SEOWN, PA.

Q E O . W . ZIMMERMAN

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
«6 SWEDE STREET, rooms # and 7, Fornance
Building, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At Residence, Collegeville, ever; evening.

AVNE R. LONGSTRETH

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
Vnd Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

G E O R G E N. CORSON,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
DbKALB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Can be consulted in German and English.

JO H N T. WAGNER,

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
Second Floor Shoemaker Building, Cor. Swede
?•
and Airy Sts., Norristown, Pa.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Can be seen evenings at Ironbridge.
5jan.

Best Teeth, $ 5 .0 0
Gold Crowns, 5 .0 0
High Grade W ork O nly at
Reasonable Prices.

TBETH WITHOUT PLATES.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
1-V?“ Open Evenings and Sundays.

I tc h in g Skin
Distress by day and night—
That’s the complaint of those who
are so unfortunate as to be afflicted
with Eczema or Salt Rheum—and out
ward applications do not cure.
They can’t.
The source of the trouble is in the
blood—make that pure and this scal
ing, burning, itching skin disease will
disappear.
“ I was taken with an itching on m y
arms which proved very disagreeable. I
concluded it was salt rheum and bought a
bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. In two days
after I began taking it I felt better and it
was not long before I was cured. Have
never had any skin disease since.” M bs .
I da E. W ard , Cove Point, Md.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills

rid the blood of all impurities and cure
all eruptions.

VI. ZIMMERMAN,

J.

Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking o f
<ales a specialty.

i THE COURTSHIP = !
: OF VANDYKE = l

JOHN 8. HUNSICKER,

t K. B R O W N * |

Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
leneral Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended o. Charges reasonable.

g

W. W EIH EL,

Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
TRAPPE, PA.
- Conveyancer and General Business Agent,
legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Maims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
-harges.
20jan.

F. W.Sciieuren’s

MoiParlor
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
cigars ana tobacco
alwayMon band.

J O H N H . CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & C o n v e y an c er.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.

R .

P. B A LD W IN ,

R eal E s ta te B ro k er,
AND CONVEYANOÈR.
Public Sales on Commission. LOANS, Fire
&nd Life Insurance, rent and incomes collected,
estates managed and general business agent.
Property of every description FO R SALE and
Tor rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
Collegeville, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.

P a in te r a n d
E DW ARD DAVID,

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
VOLL, E liEVIL.d e , PA.

Sample« of paper
» Iv a ;, oa band.

London society experienced a re
markable thrill when Vandyke K.
Brown, the young American multimil
lionaire, announced his intention of
crossing the “herring pond” in search
of an English bride. Aristocratic ma
trons trotted out their marriageable
daughters as bait for this Croesus and
spent fortunes at the milliner’s. Of
course the wise knew all along that he
would choose his bride from English
society or, If not, he might find a suit
able mate among the fair galaxy of
ladies on the west end stage. One or
other was Inevitable.
But Vandyke K. Brown did not carry
out any of the maneuvers already plan
ned for him. One day he calmly shaved off his mustache and beard and, as
suming the commonplace appellation
of Richard Seymour, set out alone for
England. Society on both sides of the
Atlantic was disgusted at thus being
given the slip and for the nonce felt
completely baffled.
It was a bright June morning, and
Richard Seymour, as he should now be
called, was seated in a first class rail
way carriage at London Bridge station
waiting for the train to carry him
down to the quiet little watering place
of Westbrook, where he contemplated
spending a couple of months In seclu
sion and enjoying himself. So far he
had eluded capture by society and
laughed at Its futile efforts to thrust
him Into a fashionable marriage.
He was the only occupant of the car
riage, but as the train was on '■the
move the door was thrown open, and a
man In a large brimmed felt hat jump
ed In. Seymour looked up as a porter
banged the door with a crash as only
porters can and then continued the
study of his morning paper.
Before he reached Westbrook he
found himself la a dilemma. Firstly»

a paragraph in the paper provea that
he would have some difficulty In main gravely.
The girl dried her eyes and looked
taining his Incognito after all, for It
announced his intended visit to West up with a smile.
“I must first tell you that fathei
brook. Now, this on the face of it was
strange, because be had revealed his se knows Mr. Granville-Martin, the may
cret to no one. Secondly, a careful ex or of Westbrook.”
“Fatheaded lunatic!” muttered Sey
amination of his fellow traveler’s face
caused him to start, for the man be mour, referring to the official in ques
fore him bore a striking likeness to tion.
“And he recommended us to come
himself prior to his having undergone
the shaving operation. He therefore here for a holiday. Well, when we had
began to wonder whether the para been In the town about a week we
graph in the paper referred to himself heard that this Mr. Vandyke Brown
or to the other man, who so nearly re had arrived here also, and soon after
sembled Vandyke K. Brown as New ward father received an Invitation
from Mr. Martin to meet him at lunch
York knew him.
But on reaching Westbrook his in the town hall.”
Seymour groaned.
doubts were at once set at rest. Step
“Father Is so awfully silly and
ping on to the platform, he was astonlsbed to see the town band drawn up thinks that because he’s well known
in a line preparing to enliven his ears and has lots of money I ought to marry
with breezy music. Moreover, the may him. And he’s come over from Ameri
or, in all his robes and paraphernalia ca to find a wife too. Just as if there
of office, was waiting with his council weren’t plenty of women in his own
ors to receive some one, and the entire country good enough for him!”
“But you have met him?”
population of Westbrook, visitors in
“Yes; that’s the unfortunate part of
cluded, seemed to have crowded Into
the road that ran parallel with the sta it all. He took a fancy to father, and
when he came to our-house he was
tion.
All this Seymour took In at a glance very friendly to me—toó friendly, In
and then hesitated as to whether he fact. And now that you’ve let that out
should make a bolt for It. But there about being a traveler father and
was no need. The mayor came forward mother are bent on my marrying him.
and, passing him without so much as a I tell ybu, Dick, Vandyke Brown’s r
look, went straight up to Seymour’s fel cad, and I hate him! The first thing
low traveler, who was now struggling he did this morning was to borrow
with a weighty portmanteau, and held money from father because be said he
had left his checkbook behind."
out his hand.
“This is more than a joke,’’-murmur
“Welcome, Mr. Vandyke Brown,” he
ed Seymour. “1 must find out what
said affably.
The other looked up, surprised, and the fellow’s up to. But, hang It all, if
then grasped the outstretched hand I betray myself there’s an end to all
peace until I’ve tied the knot with
with decision.
“Good morning, Mr. ---- •. Whom some one.” Then, aloud, he added,
“But how do you know he’s In love
have I the pleasure of addressing?”
“Oh, my name’s Martin. I happen to with you?”
“Because he asked'me to marry him
—er—-be the mayor of Westbrook.”
“Pleased to meet you, I’m sure. I and go back to America with him im
expect my visit to this town will be a mediately. But you’ll meet him your
very pleasant one. But I never antici self on Thursday evening when you
pated such a reception, I must con come to dinner with us. Don’t be rude
fess, that I was in hope I should not be to him, whatever you do, or it’ll make
our case more hopeless than ever.”
recognized.”
“I wonder they asked me to meet a
“In that,case I must ask your pardon
for our Intrusion. But we thought we millionaire, knowing that I was only r
should like to show our appreciation of traveler,” said Seymour, ignoring her
your choosing Westbrook for a holi remark.
“Well, It’s like this—you were Invit
day,” responded the urbane magnate
ed, and so was Vandyke Brown, be
meekly.
Just then the band struck up "See. fore you said what you were. So now
the Conquering Hero Comes” —Sey they couldn’t withdraw the invitation
mour thought there wa7 a distinct hu without being positively rude. But be
mor in the selection of the tune—and careful, Dick, because they’re trying
the twain moved off. Some outrageous to part us by stealth.”
“Thursday evening, then, we will
mistake had been made accidentally
or on purpose; but by whom? And have some fun,” rejoined Seymour
who was the pseudo Vandyke K. sotto voce as he picked up the oars and
Brown. He thought It would be better rowed furiously In the direction of the
to let things remain as they were, for shore.
Seymour scarcely knew how to act
the present at any rate, although he
resolved to keep his eye upon his im toward his rival when he presented
personator. “But for cool cheek that himself at the house the Wllmots had
man takes the biscuit, with the factory taken for the season at 7 o’clock on the
following Thursday evening. At first
thrown In,” be muttered.
And when be had ordered a porter to he had decided to telegraph to his Lon
^pile his unpretentious luggage on the don banker to come down and prove
top of a cab he turned away and In his identity, but upon second thoughts
he resolved to try and drive his enemy
dulged in a hearty laugh.
Seymour’s object in coming to Eng vanquished from the field without be
land had been attained—be had fallen traying his Incognito.
After having arranged his toilet he
•in love. He scarcely knew how It hap
pened, but bei*ire he had been in West adjourned to the drawing room, whith
brook a week he found himself hope er he found the pseudo Vandyke K.
lessly struggling with the first symp Brown and the mayor had already pre
toms: not that she was a society or the ceded him. Formal Introductions fol
atrical beauty, a Venus to look upon lowed, but Seymour played his game
or anything of that sort. From what carefully, and It was not until the meal
he could gather she was the only was half over that he had much to say
daughter of a country squire; pretty, to the guest of the evening.
but not beautiful, and he, being the re
The dessert had been placed on the
verse to quixotic by nature, soon real table, and the servants had withdrawn.
ized that he had found the woman he From time to time Mrs. Wilmot had
was seeking.
given hints about her desire to see her
It was the seventh evening of his vis daughter well married, and at the pres
it, and their acquaintance had ripened en t moment a discussion was taking
wondrously. Tfiey were sitting to place between herself and the Impostor
gether in a small rowboat that rose as to the girl’s curious ideas concern
and fell' on the wavelets as they watch ing the matrimonial market.
“I think you’ll admit, Mr. Vandyke
ed the red sun sink Into the sea.
“I think we understand each other Brown,” said the lady, with a touch of
well enough to‘ speak without restraint, hauteur, “that Madge Is good looking
don’t we?” he remarked casually as he and ought to make a brilliant match.
We want her to have some soul above
drew in the oars.
“I suppose so,” said Madge Wilmot —jam!”
“Yes, yes; but may I ask to what you
slowly, lowering her head, for she felt
the color creep to her cheek, although refer?”
“Oh, only a former love affair of
his back was toward her.
“In that case would It surprise you hers, that’s all. It’s past and done with
very much If I told you that I love you now.”
“I’m glad of' that. There may be
—adore you?” His earnestness caused
some hope for me, then,” he remarked
him to half turn in his seat
brutally.
“No—that is, yes, it might.”
Seymour ielt Mrs. Wilmot’s eyes up
He laughed. “Well, Madge, It’s true
anyway. I’m afraid I’m a silly fellow on him, and, looking across the table at
at making love, because I’ve had no Madge, he noticed that her cheeks
experience in such matters. I can only were on fire. His blood began to boll.
“It’s ’very strange that you should
ask you to believe me when I say that
I love you with my whole heart and have forgotten me so soon, Mr. Van
dyke Brown,” he said pleasantly.
soul.”
The person spoken to looked up
He threw his legs over the seat and
faced her. She vouchsafed no reply, quickly and began to fidget with the
but he knew his words had made an stem of his wineglass. Mrs. Wilmot
likewise pricked up her ears. As it
impression, so he took her hand.
“I do believe you,” she said at length, happened, the mere fact that the de
spised commercial should boast ac
but there was sadness in ber tone.
quaintance with such a magnate as the
“Why, Madge, you’re crying!”
millionaire raised him a hundredfold ip
She brushed aside a few stray tears her esteem.
and bravely looked him in the face.
“I soon forget faces because I see so
“You have made a confession to me, many in the course of the year. Might
and I in turn will make one to you,” I ask where I had the pleasure of
she said. “I loved you the first time I meeting you?” asked the great man
saw you.”
with condescension when he had re
“Madge!”
covered his equanimity.
“But listen. Father and mother liked
“We had three weeks’ boating to
you, too, until you told them that you gether just before you left New York.”
were a traveler for a firm of—jam • Mrs. Wilmot’s opinion of Seymour
makers. Dick, can’t you change your _was goiug up by leaps and bounds.
calling, because—because I ask it?”
The Impostor’s spirits were, on the
For the first time that day Seymour contrary, sinking to zero. He stared
felt • nonplused. Haphazard he had hard at the interlocutor and doubtless
styled himself a commercial traveler saw his doom pronounced In his eyes,
in order to make his incognito the more for he paled visibly. However, he
complete, and the result was unexpect meant to fight hard to the end.
ed. At first he was half Inclined to tel!
“How curious! I thought when you
her everything, but before he came to came in that I had se(en your face
a decision she continued:
somewhere, but for the life of me I
“It is difficult, I know. Perhaps I couldn’t remember when or where. I
ought not to have asked it. But, oh,' have a fearfully bad memory, you
Dick, I don’t know how to tell you know.”
everything.”
“Is that so? I was under the impres
He started and looked Into her face. sion that you had a very good one, as
“You are hiding something,” he said.
you remembered me when we met In
Suddenly she covered her face with New York, although we had not seen
her hands and burst Into tears.
each other for seven years.”
“Yes, I am. That wretched man!
The antagonists, unable to give vent
Oh, that wretched man!” she sobbed.
to the anger that consumed them,
“Madge, dearest, whatever is the looked daggers at each other across
matter? What wretched man?”
the table without speaking. But he
“Mr. Vandyke Brown.”
who had assumed the role of million
He turned his head away and with aire for some purpose as yet unknown
an effort restrained himself from burst to anybody but himself was well
ing out laughing. But the gravity of aware that Seymour was playing with
the situation soon stifled his mirth.
him as a cat might with a mouse. Ev
“What—the man they are making all ery one else, mystified at the strange
thig fuss over In Westbrook? I came turn the conversation had taken, suf
down In the same carriage with him. fered It to continue without interfer
What has he to do with you?”
ing.
“Nothing; only he’s been making love
“And now that I have met you again,
to me, that’s all.”
old boy, I’m going to book you for that
“The dickens he has I” Seymour $100 you borrowed of me at the station
clinched his teeth. He began to think ' before I left, ha, ha!” added Seymour,
the joke had been carried too far. "Tell j laughing.
me the facts of the case.” he said
“Didn’t I send you a check? Really

my memory Is becoming terrible. You
shall have It this moment.” To hide his
confusion he pulled a checkbook from
his pocket, together with a fountain
pen, and, opening the former, laid It
flat on the table.
Then Just as the strange individual
threw a filled in check across the table
and was sipping his wine a hurried
knock came at the door. Before Wil
mot could reply a domestic with a
scared look burst Into the room, fol
lowed by three police inspectors. The
“millionaire” was on his feet in an in
stant to face the intruders, and his
hand on the back to the chair quivered.
“What’s the meaning of this extraor
dinary conduct? What do you want?”
demanded Wilmot, who had risen also
and stood staring from one person to
another. Meanwhile Mrs. Wilmot was
perilously near swooning.
“I’m sorry to intrude, sir,” said the
foremost representative of the law,
who displayed a paper suggestively in
his hand, “and I will explain every
thing in a moment. Rogers and Har
ris, arrest that man in the king’s
name,” he added, pointing to the scoun
drel who posed as Vandyke K. Brown.
“Now, sir, I am at your service. This
man is not the American millionaire,
but a forger who’s been wanted by the
‘Yard’ for some months back. As you
do not appear to be aware, sir, the,real
Mr. Brown arrived in this country in
cognito, being clean shaved, and for a
long time he was successful in hiding
his identity. Taking advantage of this,
the man we have arrested and who is
known as William Jeffreys thought to
throw us off the scent by disguising
himself and posing as the missing mil
lionaire, with the result already known
to you.”
So saying the Inspector made a grab
at the criminal’s beard, which came,
away in his hand. “It’s a very good
disguise, sir, as you may see, but it
didn’t deceive the law. The gentleman
on the other side of the table Is the
real Mr. Vandyke Brown.”
“How do you know that?” roared
Seymour.
“Can you deny It, sir?” asked the In
spector.
“No, I cannot. I am Vandyke K.
Brown, from America, and, with your
permission, Wilmot, the lady opposite
me will shortly be my wife—that Is, if
she has a soul above—jam!”
And even Mrs. Wilmot was eventual
ly bound to confess that she knew he
couldn’t be a Jam maker, after all.—
Penny Pictorial Magazine.

MARKS THAT BETRAY
IT IS RATHER HARD FOR ONE TO
CONCEAL ONE’S IDENTITY.
Detectives Helped by Trivial Dlstingnlahlng Sign» —Your Eye, Year
Finger Nalls, Your Clothes or Yonr
Build May Reveal You.

Everybody carries about with him
tnany trivial distinguishing marks by
means of which a shrewd detective can
discover his identity. Take the matter
of clothes. Most men get all their cloth
ing from the same tailor, but whether
one does or not and however careful he
may be to cut off every tag and mark
the tailor who made the clothes can
identify them. Thread, stitching, but
tons, linings—all tell their own tale.
More especially do those extras which
the tailors call “specials.” These are the
extra pockets, fountain pen or pencil
pockets, eyeglass pockets, watch pock
ets lined with wash leather, cigar, tick
et, flask and inner waistcoat pockets.
It will be remembered that it was by
means of a trousers button that the
identity of Norcross, the man who tried
to blow up Russell Sage, was discov
ered.
Then your finger nails are liable to
betray you. Any manicure will tell you
that It takes between 105 and 130 days
for a new finger nail to grow upon the
hand of a man in ordinary health, ac
cording to his age, the nail growing
quicker on the young and slower on the
old. Sb any bruise or other mark re
ceived on the white crescent at the base
of the nail will take nearly four months
to disappear.
It was a knowledge of this fact that
enabled a detective to arrest the forger
Simpson in Paris some time ago. He
learned from Simpson’s landlord in
Bristol that a window had fallen upon
the man’s hand and bruised his thumb
some time In the first week of March,
a few days before he disappeared.
Four months later, when the detec
tive met Simpson In Paris, the black
spot was just disappearing from the tip
of the thumb nail. It was the only
means of Identification, for Simpson, by
shaving his head and dressing like a
priest, had absolutely changed his ap
pearance. ,
Some time ago a criminal was brought
to justice by the testimony of his own
watch, one which he had carried for
years. He was charged with murder,
and his defense was an alibi, which he
nearly proved. He said that he had not
been near the scene of the murder for
three months, and no testimony could
be produced that he was not telling the
truth until one of the detectives who at
one time had been a jeweler’s appren
tice happened to look at the man’s
watch.
Inside the watch case, written in
signs that only a watchmaker could
read, was the evidence that the time
piece had been in the hands of a re
pairer of watches the day before the
murder. With the watch in his hands
the detective visited the town near
which the murder had been committed
and went around from one jeweler’s
shop to another until he found a watch
maker who recognized the timepiece as
one in which he had put a new main
spring on the day preceding the mur
der. Thus the alibi was broken down,
and the prisoner finally made a full con
fession.
Again, only one man In 215 Is not
lopsided and badly put together. Many
a man who Is a fine athlete and In
splendid physical health would be
amazed to find how unevenly he Is
made up if he should undergo the test
of a measuring tape. Either one arm
or one leg is longer than the other, one
shoulder higher than the other, or, still
more frequently, the eyes are not the
same or placed in the head in exactly
the same way.
People have been Identified by the
fact that the pupil of one eye was lar
ger than that of the other. The nose Is
very seldom exactly straight, but
swerves a little to the right or left,
though the defect is not noticeable to
the ordinary observer. Above all, a man
who Is starting out on a criminal career

was conrerring witn mm and said in
relation to some matter, “That is a
very grave question, and I must refer
It to her majesty’s government.” The
ameer, who did not clearly distinguish
the parts of the British constitution,
“Turn” and “Cne.”
replied: “When you ask me a question,
As a rule a performer waits for his I am able to answer at once; when I
“turn” In the wings, having already ask you one you say you must first
been “called” from the dressing room. ask 700 other gentlemen. I prefer our
The word Is almost exclusively In this Afghan way of doing business.”
sense used in the music halls and on
the variety stage. On the stage proper,
New South 'Wales Sheep.
the stage of the drama, the word “cue”
The first sheep- imported into New
Is used. An actor waits at the wings South Wales arrived In the year 1788,
for his “cue,” which is the last word when a flock of twenty-nine Indian
of the actor or actress speaking, which sheep were brought from Calcutta.
gives him his entrance or which, sup They were not a very promising lot,
posing him, the performer, to be on the “small and unsightly, having large
stage, indicates to him that it is his heads, Roman noses, drooping ears,
turn to carry on the dialogue and the narrow chests and shoulders, with high
action of the play. “Extra turn” al curved backs and very long legs; hav
most Invariably means that a new per ing, moreover, coarse and frequently
former Is having ids first public trial black wool mixed with hair, the latter
at that particular house. If he goes preponderating.” They throve mar
well, he is tolerably sure of securing velously, and, being judiciously crossed
an engagement—Notes and Queries.
with sheep of a better stamp imported
from England, the hair gradually dis
Washington In Business.
appeared and gave place to a fleece.
The fame of George Washington as The first consignment of wool from
soldier and president has thrown Into Australia to England arrived in 1806,
the shade the business end of his ca the shipment weighing 245 pounds.
reer, and we have almost forgotten
About Osone.
that he was Immensely clever at a
Many people talk about ozone with
horse trade. But for the Revolution he
would have made his mark In the out so much as knowing what ozone Is.
transportation business. Of course he There Is a prevalent Idea that it is
never thought of a railroad, but he something you get at the sea and that
suggested the Chesapeake and Ohio ca it is good for the lungs. What that
nal and was the first president of the something Is, however, few people have
company that undertook the project. sufficient curiosity to inquire. Ozone is
He also had his eye on the Mohawk what chemists call an allotroplc form
valley and would have dug the Erie of oxygen—that is to say, It Is oxygen
canal If our ancestors had not required n a highly active and concentrated con
his services in the matter of casting off dition. In ordinary pure air ozone ex
the British yoke. I believe It is histor ists, but only in what chemists call
ic that General Washington examined “traces.” Larger amounts are found in
the ground In the course of the war.— ocean and mountain air. It instantly
disappears when brought In contact
New York Press.
with decaying matter, dissipating It
HOW OLIVES ARE CURED.
self, as it were» in the act of oxidizing
that matter.
1 Difficult Process, Requiring: Time
Ozone is known to occur more plenti
wsd Constant Care*
fully during thunderstorms, and we
“It should be remembered,” said the have, of course, the analogy of Its be
olive man, “that the constitution of an ing artificially produced from oxygen
olive Is as delicate as that of a tender by electrical discharges In the labora
child. From the time the crop Is gath tory. On the body ozone Is believed to
ered until It Is finally packed In the act as a stimulant; hence the popular
bottles there is not a moment which Is notion of its beneficial effects as expe
not fraught with the lntensest anxiety rienced by the sea, but In any greater
on the part of all who handle the fruit. amount than mere traces it Is a violent
No other product requires such con Irritant One authority goes the length
stant application of the old maxim of of asserting that It Is doubtful whether
‘eternal vigilance’ as olives.
it is beneficial to animal life at all.
“The ball begins ta th the gathering
of the fru it This is done in the late
Colored Swede».
summer or early autumn, while the
A little Swedish monthly magazine
fruit Is still green and hard and alto published in New York city requested
gether unsavory on account of its In its readers a short time ago to send In
tense bitterness. The olives are picked accounts of the experiences they had
by hand to prevent scratching and when they first arrived In this country.
braising and then conveyed In carts or Here Is the prize specimen: “In my un
on pack mules to the curing establish sophisticated days I once started out
ment Olive curing is a very delicate to call upon a girl I had known In the
and Intricate process, for which no old country. I was told that she lived
fixed rales can be laid down. A course at Madison avenue and ---- street.
of treatment that In one Instance When I reached that comer, I was In
would prove successful might be abso doubt which house to try, but I finally
lutely ruinous In another. The business went up the steps of one that faced
of curing therefore calls for expert tal on the avenue and rang the belt A girl
ent and is always Intrusted to a pro came to the door. ‘Does Miss Nelson
fessional who brings to his task his live here?’ I asked as politely as I
.own skill and knowledge, supplement could.
ed by the experience of generations of
“ T don’t know any such person,’ she
kinsfolk who were curers In that par answered,
and I was turning away
ticular variety before him.
she called after me, ‘Is she
“The first step In the process of cur when
ing is known as ‘cooking.’ When the white?*
“That Irritated me. ‘Did you ever
fruit comes to the curing establish know
any Swedes who were colored?*
ment, It is placed In large vats filled I asked.
with a mixture of lime and water, In
“ ‘Well, I have seen some green
which It undergoes a kind of fermen Swedes,’
was her retort, and I did not
tation. ‘Cooking’ Is merely a technical continue
the
conversation.
name for this fermentation process.
“When the fermentation has reached
Sheridan and the Reporter,
a certain stage, a matter requiring any
During the early part of General Phil
where from a few hours to a few days, Sheridan’s operations In 1864» against
the enrer gives the signal to withdraw the Confederate forces under General
the plugs, and the liquid Is run off. The Jubal Early In the Shenandoah valley
olives are then thoroughly washed Major General Forrester. Williams fell
with fresh water until they are bright Into disgrace with the Federal com
and clean and every trace of lime Is re mander owing to some descriptions of
moved. If you were to taste them now, battles which he reported. After one
you would find that they had lost most of these articles had appeared he met
of their unpleasant bitterness.
Sheridan, who remarked:
“After washing the fruit is put in
"So yon have been making fan of me
casks filled with brine and the casks In your blanked newspaper I”
exposed, bungs open, to the sun. This
“Fun, general?”
induces a second fermentation, which
“Yes. You told all about those con
takes place more or less rapidly, ac founded ambulances and paid no sort
cording to the weather. However, as of respect to the commander of the
Spain enjoys a fairly equable climate, a army in which you are suffered to
period of from three to four weeks gen live.”
erally suffices. Throughout this second
“There was no exaggeration In my
fermentation the olives keep throwing story, sir. You must admit, th a t”
off the brine, so that the casks must be
“Admit nothing! This business has
Inspected daily and kept filled with got to stop. You are ordered to leave
new brine of the required strength.
my department within twenty-four
“Finally there comes a time when hours.”
they no longer throw off any brine.
“Well, general, yon have just been
They are then ready for ‘sorting’—that made commander of the United States
is, for separation according to size and military department Even If I go back
quality. All that are perfect—of proper to New York I shall still be within the
color and free from scratches, spots lines of your command.”
and other blemishes—are called ‘select
“Oh, go to the old boy If you like. I
ed;’ the rest ‘culls.’, The various sizes don’t care where you go!” cried Sheri
are known According to their weight, dan In anger.
80-90 meaning olives that count eighty
To which the reporter replied, “All
to ninety to the kilo.
right general, but I am afraid I shall
“After ‘sorting,’ the olives are then not be out of your department even
put back into the casks, the bungs with his Satanic majesty.”
driven in, and the whole is ready for
Electric Eels.
shipment to the American Importer.”
Horses and mules are, or at one time
“Do you begin to pack as soon as they
arrive in New York?” was the next were, made to play a curious part in
the fishing operations of South Amer
leading question.
“No, Indeed! The long ocean voyage ican Indians who eat the gymnotus or
affects olives as much as it does hu electric eel. Humboldt was told that it
man beings. They generally succumb was their custom to force horses to en
to ‘seasickness’ en route—that Is, we ter the ponds In which these eels lived,
find them in some stage of fermenta and when the fish had exhausted on the
tion on arrival, which requires our con animals their ability for the time being
to Inflict a shock the fishermen caught
stant care until they recover.”
“Doesn’t this ‘seasickness,’ as you them with nets and harpoons, secure
call It, impair the quality in any way?” from risk themselves. The more excited
“Not at all. It only makes the olive and angry the electric eel, the more
man feel the burden of his responsi violent Is the shock It Inflicts.
Humboldt saw this curious fishing on
bilities. In every stage of fermentation
there is a critical moment when he one occasion: “A troop of horses and
must exercise the greatest care and mules was driven Into the water and
caution. If the olives recover, they are prevented from coming out by the In
really much Improved in quality. If dians, who crowded pound the pool.
they don’t, they are hopelessly ruined. The eels, stunned and confused by the
There -is no Intermediate condition.”— noise of the horses, defended them
selves by the repeated discharge of
Arco Special.
their batteries. For a long time they
The Ameer and the Ea«U»h.
seemed likely to gain the victory over
The late ameer of Afghanistan was the animals, which were to be seen in
one of the shrewdest and strongest every direction, stunned by the fre
men of his time. When the amount of quency and force of the electric shocks,
the British subsidy was being fixed to disappear under the water. Some of
with him, it was explained that he the horses rose again and in spite of
must do this and that and the other. the vigilance of the Indians gained the
“You remind me,” said the ameer, “of shore, exhausted with fatigue, and their
a Persian tale. A certain man took a limbs being benumbed by the electric
piece of cloth to a tailor and said, commotions they stretched themselves
‘Make me a morning dress out of It at full length upon the ground. In less
and an evening dress and, while I than five minutes two horses were al
think of It, a working coat.’ The tailor ready drowned.”
did his best and brought them all as be
was told. But they were of doll’s size.
Sleeping; In Spectacles.
What more could he do-with the cloth?”
Some people wear their eyeglasses
The ameer was not a great admirer or spectacles to bed, for the simple
of the British system of government. reason that they cannot sleep without
On one occasion a yery high personage them on: at least that’s what an
should never go to a dentist. The filling
of the teeth is a sure record, and even
If the criminal has all his teeth pulled
his false teeth will be as sure a means
of identification.

optician says, and he ought to know,
for confessions were recently made to
him upon the point. A woman had
repeatedly come to him with the bows
of her spectacles so badly twisted
that he asked her how under the sun
she ever managed to get them In such
a state. He says that he had visions
of some childish hands having a part
in the work, some little one that liked
to play with mamma’s glasses.
But the woman said that she had
been wearing glasses so much of re
cent years that finally she had taken to
wearing them to bed as the only way
of getting to sleep. She said that it
was only within the past few weeks
that she had had any trouble from the
custom, as she ordinarily managed
to keep the front part of her face off
the pillow; but lately she must have
had bad sleep, with more or less night
mares. '
Of his customers he has two who
have been addicted to this habit of
wearing glasses to bed, both for the
same reasons. Imagine some people
trying to wear glasses to bed and the
conditions of things in the morning.—
Boston Herald.
Popping; With a Pipe.

Among the Tchulian Tartars a cu
rious mode of “popping the question”
is reported. The Tchulian Ccelebs in
search of a wife, having filled a brand
new pipe with fragrant tobacco,
stealthily enters the dwelling of the
fair one upon whom he has bestowed
his affections, deposits the pipe upon
a conspicuous article of furniture and
retires on tiptoe to some convenient
hiding place in the neighborhood, local
etiquette requiring that he should
execute this strategic movement ap
parently undetected by the damsel
of his choice or any member of her
family.
Presently he returns without further
affectation of secrecy and looks into
the apartments In a casual sort of
way. A single glance at the pipe he
left behind him enables him to learn
the fate of his proposal.
If It has been smoked, he goes forth
an accepted and exultant bridegroom;
if not, the offer of his hand and heart
has been so Irrevocably rejected as
not to be worth even a pipe of tobacco.
A Quaint Sundial.

A curiously whimsical Idea has been
carried out In an English garden a t the
suggestion of Mrs. Rothschild. Yews
clipped In the old world formal fashion
of two centuries ago stand by the
walks and fountains, two cut In tho
form of a table and armchair and two
In the form of peacocks. By one of the
fountains stands a quaint sundial.
The shadow of a tall tree falls upon a]
huge clock face. Indicated on the grass!
by figures grown In golden yew. Al
heart shaped bed marks each corner.j
and beyond the figures there is thla;
motto in golden yew: “Light and shadeby turns, but love always.”
G o ld .

The specific gravity of gold Is 19.50—
that Is, It weighs nineteen and a half
times as much as Its own bulk of war
ter. The ductility and malleability of
this metal are equaled hy no other. By,
ductility is meant the property of al
lowing -itself to be drawn out Into a
wire and by malleability Its property
of flattening without splitting under
the hammer.
Hole« Some Oae Happy.

Charles Kingsley thus counseled a
friend: “Make It a rule and pray to
God to help yon to keep It never, If pos
sible, to lie down at night without be
ing able to say, 1 have made one hu
man being at least a little wiser, a lit
tle happier or a little better this day.’
Yon will find it easier than, you think
and pleasanter.”
B o w le g g re d S a i lo r s .

Sailors are a bowlegged class. An
old salt always walks as If be were on
the deck of a ship, and he never takes
great strides like a landsman. He is
used to having to walk n e a t distances,
In his imagination, on the^juarter deck,
and he can’t get rid of the habit of
making the most of his promenade.
T h e Sponge.

The sponge reproduces Its kind main*
ly by eggs. In each animal are con-'
tained both the male and the femalei
elements, and it throws out the ova tin
be hatched In the water. At first the!
young are free swimming, and aftep-!
ward they attach themselves to cob*
yenient spots and grow.
N ow T h e y N ev er S p eak .

A coolness growing out of the fol
lowing conversation has sprung up be
tween Jones and Smith.
“I bad a splendid time last night,”
said Jones. “I spent the evening at a
little social gathering at the Goodman
mansion.”
“Are the Goodmans nice people?”
queried Smith.
“Well, I should say so. They are
very aristocratic. To get Into their cir
cle one must have either a great deal
of money or a great deal of genius.”
“You don’t tell me so? And you say
you were there?”
“Yes."
■“You were Invited, were yon?”
“Of course.”
“And to be Invited a man has to have
plenty of money or a great deal of gen
ius?”
“Precisely."
“Well, Jones, I am very glad to hear
you have become rich all of a sudden.
Lend me five pounds !”—London An
swers.
Use of Oatmeal Declining:.

Whether Scotsmen generally are get
ting off their porridge In the morning
or oatmeal cakes are becoming less
common It Is hard to tell, but experts,
after looking carefnlly Into the matter,
give It as their opinion that the con
sumption of oatmeal Is falling off In
Scotland, or, at least, Is not keeping
pace with the Increase In population.
Possibly the “long lie and the tea
breakfast are not so much confined to
Sunday as they used to be, and "balesome parrltch” Is no longer the dis-;
tlnctive national dish In the country of
Burns and Scott—Scottish American.
The Nile Is noted for the variety, of
Its fish. An expedition sent.by the
British museum brought home 2,200
specimens.
Railways use up over 2,000,000 tons
of steel a year, almost half the world’s
product
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A s t o foot ball, Democratic politics in Berks county,
and the whereatness of a stray bank cashier, the authority
of Editor Spatz of the Boyertown Democrat is not to be
suecessfuly disputed.
T h e drought in Eastern Pennsylvania and elsewhere
was effectually'ended Saturday night and Sunday. The high
wind accompanying the rain did much damage along the
Atlantic coast, the loss being estimated at a million dollars. W h e n Editor Thomas of the B ristol Gazette nimbly
gyrates into the realm of metaphoricalness the nimble imps
of wierd fancy play all manner of fantastic tricks and scream
with wild delight. Some of them seem to be Democrats, to o !

A m e r i c a n s will continue to pay big prices for a combin

ation of wool and shoddy,- indefinitely. And of course the
great eagle will keep on screaming for the poor, helpless,
struggling, starving, infant industries ! Reciprocity might
kill the little weaklings, and that would be terrible !.
C o n g r e s s m a n Wa n g e r to the U nionists : “Easy, boys,

easy; but if you must scalp somebody there’s a whole bunch
of the ‘other fellows’ down there in the woods ! Give it to
’em ; but be ‘aisy’ in this immediate vicinity !” Mr. Wanger
will know how to. keep ’em at work—amusing them selves !
Montgomery county correspondents of the Philadel
phia papers will be in clover waist high ere another campaign
is fought out in this county. Their pencils will glide like
grease over a hot gridiron and a column at a sitting will only
be a little easy exercise between—supper and bedtime !
T he

M en with illy adjusted cogs in their mental machinery
should not be inconsiderately condemned because they are a
little rattle-headed. D iversity characterizes the products of
Nature everywhere, the human animal affording no exception
to the rule.
Reciprocity Convention at Washington, recently,
was a monumental hum bug! I t carried just about one bless
ing with it, in affording that verbose and rampant high-priest
of the protective tariff scheme of robbery by law, Charles
Heber Clark, a special opportunity to wind h im self; a bless
ing to Mr. Clark, if not to humanity. •
T hat

a surprising amount of unsophisticated presump
tion the editor of the Ambler Gazette would have the world
believe that the Ambler Gazette enjoys a close monopoly of
about all the journalistic virtues extant in the county. The
young man is under the hydrophobic influence of a yellow
journal of Philadelphia. In the course of time, if he has any
native wit and gumption, he will come out from under his
present spell, and then he will feel somewhat ashamed of
himself.
W it h

coal, and hence, the policy of the
Government henceforth will be to
secure stations where this may be
stored.' Negotiations are already
under way at Aimlrante Bay, Chiriqui lagoon, in Columbia; at the Gulf
of Dolce in Costa Rica; and at the
Galapagos Islands in Equador. It
is hoped that treaties for thé acqui
sition of these can soon be sent to
Congress.
The Senate of the fifty-seventh
Congress, soon to assemble, will
have no populists nor silver Re
publicans in it. Prom present
appearances, the House wjjl contain
only seven, three of whom are from
Nebraska and four from small
western states. It is thought
possible, however, that some of
these latter will declare their inten
tion of uniting with one party or the
other by the time Congress meets.
The changes in the Senate are sig
nificant. Senator Dubois, who re
turns there from Idaho after four
years retirement, has declared him
self a Democrat without reservation,
although elected by the aid of silver
Republican voters, who, however,
thoroughly understood his probable
attitude ; during his first term in
the Senate he was a Republican.
His colleague, Senator Heitfield,
who was elected as a Populist four
years ago, has also come over to the
Democrats ; he was one of the band
of silver men who walked out of the
Republican convention at St. Louis
in 1895 when it adopted a gold plank
in its platform. Senator Teller, of
Colorado, who has been a free silver
Republican, will henceforth affiliate
with the Democrats, participating
in their caucuses ; his term expires
in 1903, and he will probably be re
elected. Senator Harris, of Kansas,
will also act with the Democrats.
Senator Butler, of North Carolina,
who was a straight out populist, re
tired from the Senate last March.
The only two other third party men
are Senators Stewart and Jones of
Nevada, both of whom have re
cently returned to the Republican
party.
The incorporation of the Northern
Securities Company, whereby prac
tically all the important railroad
systems of the northwest have been
placed under a common manage
ment, which will enable them to
raise rates to any figure desired, is
expected to drive Congress to radi
cally amend the interstate commerce
law. In the last Congress a measure
known as the “ Cullum b ill” was in
troduced at the instance of a con
vention of shippers. After remain
ing in committee for months, it was
finally reported adversely and
placed on the Senate Calendar,
where it remained until the end of
the session. It was opposed both
by those of the Committee who
thought it too severe against the
railroads and those who thought it
was not severe enough, and Mr.
Cullum had to choose between an
adverse report and none at all.
This bill will be reintroduced and
pushed.
Aside from its amend
ments looking to greater facilities
in administering the law, it confers
on the Commission the power to fix
maximum rates and to prescribe a
uniform classification for articles of
freight, both of which rights are
considered imperative to prevent
extortion in railway rates.

W ASHINGTON LETTER .
From Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington , D. C., N ov . 21,1901.

The proceedings of the National
Reciprocity convention, which has
just concluded a three days session
here, have conclusively shown the
wide diversity of opinion on this
subject throughout the country
even among those who are especially
friendly to the general principle.
The meeting was called as a result
of an agitation begun in Detroit last
summer at the annual convention of
the National Association of Manu
facturers and was supposed to be
for the purpose of including Con
gress to ratify the treaties sub
mitted to it at the last session, only
to be pigeonholed until the adjourn
ment. In opening the meeting, Mr.
T. C. Search, President of the
National Association of Manu
facturers, strongly advocated the
consideration of the whole subject
from a national point of view and
not from that of the selfish interests
of individual manufacturers, the
duties on whose products might be
reduced by thq treaties. He was
applauded, but similar applause
greeted the very first paper read,
which was an attack on the pur
poses of the convention and was
directly in conflict with the ideas
set forth in Mr. Search’s address.
The same state of affairs continued
throughout the convention, the
general principle being endorsed to
a greater or lesser extent by all the
speakers, but commendation of
specific applications thereof being,
for the most part, scrupulously
avoided. The action of the con
vention, therefore, seems unlikely
to exercise much weight on the
settlement of the subject; in fact,
its proceedings seem likely to lead
to delay and nonaction for a time at
least, rather than to promoting the
objects for which it was ostensibly
called together.
One of the first acts of Congress
on assembling will be to take action
in regard to the death of President
McKinley. Precedents will be

No, Anxious Reader, Mr. Croker
is not going to Bulgaria. While he
probably realizes that there are
openings there for young, earnest
and energetic brigands, he thinks
that he is too old to begin work in a
new country.

as to whether this shows that the
closely followed, these having been Commoner has a verÿ large or a
set on the previous occasions when very small circulation in the State.
Presidents Lincoln and Garfield
Secretary Long recommends the
were shot. In 1881, after the death
of Garfield, the procedure of 1865, authorization by Congress of a total
after the death of Lincoln; was of twenty-two vessels, including
followed without any change what three battle ships. It is one of the
ever. President Arthur sent to curiosities of American politics that
Congress a message of notification, Congress will vote for tw o . battle
which was referred, by the House, ships quicker than it will for an in
to a select committee of one from crease in men sufficiently large to
each state, which was directed to handle one of them. Many of our
join with such other committee as present ships cannot be manned
the Senate might see fit to select. with the force now authorized.
The latter body added six members.
Hereafter, all naval vessels must
It is a somewhat curious fact that it
keep
an accurate record of all sig
was William McKinley who made
the motion for this action and who nals received or transmitted by
acted as chairman of the House them, whether by flags, lights, wig
portion, of the committee. After wag, megaphone, or word of mouth.
meeting, the joint committee re If this had been the rule during the
ported, setting a day for eulogies. Spanish war, the Schley case would
Mr. Blaine’s address on this have been greatly simplified.
occasion still stands as a model of
The South African war is costing
elegiac eloquence. B ills to pension
Mrs. McKinley at $5,000 a year, Great Britain dearly, just as our
and to confer on her the privilege of civil war cost us dearly; but, so
franking mail matter, will also be far, the financial strain has not seri
introduced and speedily passed—as ously troubled that government.
was done in the two former cases. On the contrary, her trade is con
While it is generally understood stantly increasing and work is
that the Nicaraguan canal treaty, plentiful for all.
which has just beon signed by
President Roosevelt has come to
Secretary Hay and Lord Pauncefote, omits the clause prohibiting us the conclusion that ability to run a
from fortifying the canal, it is said party machine that is annually de
to be extremely doubtful whether feated at the polls, does not neces
we will care to exercise the tacit sarily qualify a Southern politician
privilege it confers. Owing to the to hold an important government
configuration of the land at the office—and the politicians are all
mouths of the canals, fortifications, amazed at his perspicacity.
it is said, would only protect the
Mr. Carnegie seems to have de
ports themselves and would not
cover the interior, nor prevent an termined that his libraries shall
enemy from landing a few miles have cause for Thanksgiving.
away and blowing up the canal by
No one would suspect Ohio boys
means of a sudden dash. According
to Admii'al Dewey, the only way of or men being shy, but, nevertheless,
protecting the waterway is by the a country editor in that State has
use of the Naval forces of the United found it advisable to announce that
States, which will keep an enemy at he knows several young ladies who
a long distance from it.- As a con are looking for husbands and that
sequence of this opinion, which is he will arrange matters for bashful
general here, the United States will swains for a small fee.
be compelled to beep warships in
Henry Watterson should take im
the vicinity of the Canal at both
ends,
whenever trouble
may mediate steps to have his presiden
threaten. These vessels will need tial boom dramatized. The “Star-

T H E PEDAGOGUE SCO RED .

Max O’Rell relates that while he
was teaching in an English school a
lady wrote to the head master:
“ Dear ^fir—It is our intention to
place our boy under your care, but
before doing so we should like to
know what the social standing of
your school is .”
To which the headmaster replied:
“ Dear Madam—So long as your
boy behaves well, and his fees are
paid regularly, no inquiry will be
made about his antecedents.”

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
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Hen’s, Youths’ and Boys’ Clothing1,

The weather, the price and the And can furnish you and your boys with suits and overcoats from 3 year to men’s size 44
sto u t; MEN and YOUTHS’ OVERCOATS, long cut or up-to-date high shoulder
quality have combined.
suits, all grades, from $5.00 to $15 00.
If you waot a short, styliah BOX
COAT, it’s here.
Boys’ Reefers, Yoke Russian Blouse Overcoats, and Russian
If you want a LONG, LUXURI
Blouse two or three piece Vest or Vestee Suits, from $1 to $7.
OUS COAT, It’s here.
If you prefer the PRACTICAL,
MEDIUM LENGTH, it’s here.

Suppose Schley is acquitted;
what then ? His case was essenti
ally a national one, involving the
reputation of the United States
S W E E T O R R P A ^ T T S
Navy. Is it fair that he should have
U N IF O R M W O R L D P O S TA G E .
Union made, Corduroy, Wool and Worsted, from $1.50 to $3.50.
been compelled to spend the sav
The suggestion, which came
ings of a lifetime in order to vindi originally from Australia, that there If You Don’t Know
cate this ? Should not Congress should be a uniform postage of two W hat You Want,
come to his rescue ?
cents for letters to all parts of the
Men’s Duck Gloves and Mitts, 9c.—3 for 25 cents.
It’s Here.
world, has been approved by Italy,
It isn ’t “ Bankrupt, Mortgaged Switzerland, Egypt and some South
Men’s Hats, Caps, Shirts, Underwear, Sweaters Knit Jackets,
Good values for $10.
Kansas” any more. The people of American States, while Germany
Stockinett Coats, in all grades at all prices.
that State have nearly ninety mil has disapproved. England, France,
lions on deposit in the savings Russia and Austria have united in
Ten Big Specials While they Last. Be Sure to See T hem :
the* suggestion that the whole
banks.
Men’s $2.00 Corduroy Pants,
-$165
' 50c. Cordnroy Pants, - 45c.
question should be referred to the
“ 50c. Heavy Working Shirts, - - 33c.
35c. Worsted Pants,
- - 25c.
postal world’s congress, to be
As in a good many other conven next
« 37c.
“
“
«
22c.
50c. Hate, . . .
- 35c.
held at Rome in 1902.
Opposite the Opera House,
tions, the delegates to the Pan“ $1.50 Stockinett Coats,
- 98c,
25c. Caps, - 15c.
“ 50c. Ribbed Underwear, - - - 39c.
25c. Waists, . . .
- 15c.
Attierican Congress -started out to
W. P. Fenton guarantees every bottle of
NORRISTOWN, PA.
get the best of the situation. After Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy and will re
\p W For V ariety and Style Call and See U s.
awhile, they will resign themselves fund the money to any one who is not satis
Great Variety of Boys’
to a desperate effort to avoid get fied after using two-thirds of the contents.
This is the best remedy in the world for la Suits.
ting the worst of it.,

- Gloves, All Grades, and at All Prices.-

HERMAN WETZEL,

grippe, coughs, colds, croup, and whooping
cough, and is pleasant and safe to take. It

According to Mr. Hanna, the prevents any tendency of a cold to result in
country will make a “monumental” pneumonia.
mistake if it tries to erect two me
morials to President McKinley.

the candle take a dose of Chamberlain’s
Stomach and Liver Tablets. They will
cleanse your stomach, tone up your liver and
regulate your bowels, making you feel like a
new man. For sale by W. P. Fenton.

R PH A N S’ COURT OF MONT
GOMERY COUNTY, PA.

OAUDIT NOTICE.—Notice Is hereby given to

heirs, legatees, creditors, and all parties in In
terest that that the Judge of said court will
hear and pass upon exceptions wherever filed,
and audit, settle and adjust the following ac
counts and make distribution of the balance as
certained to be in the hands of the accountants
at the Court House, at Norristown, on TUES
DAY, DECEMBER 17, 1901, at 10 a. m. The
accounts will be called in the order mentioned
below, and audit continued until the list Is dis
posed of;
No. 1—Saylor—Oct. 28.—First and final ac
count of Jacob J. Saylor, adm’tor of the es
tate of Annie R. Saylor, late of East Green
ville, dec'd.
No. 2—R bwwiitgke—Oct 29.—First and final ac
count of Abraham B. Latshaw, guardian of
Lillie May Rennlnger, a minor child of
Daniel H. Rennlnger, late of Douglass town
ship, dec'd, said ward having attained the
age of twenty-one years.
No. 3—Besejcbr—Oct. 81.—First and final ac
count of Lillian B. Besemer, adm’trix of the
estate of Frederick Besemer, late of Norris
town, dec'd.
No. 4—G ouldey—Nov. 1.—First and final ac
count of George Gouldey and Henry B.
Wonsetler, adm’tors of the estate of Martha
A. Gouldey, late of Worcester township,
dec’d.
No. 6 —Sawders—Nov. 4 —First account of
George Taylor, adm’tor of the estate of
Gulielma E. Sanders, late of Lower Merlon
township, dec'd.
No. 6—Taylor—Nov. 6.—First account of Eliz
abeth Taylor, Joseph M. Taylor and Charles
B. Taylor, ex’tors of the estate of Robert A.
Taylor, late of Upper Dublin township,
dec'd.
No. 7—O’Neill—Nov. a.—First and final ac
count of John J . O'Neill, adm'tor of the es
tate of Mary O'Neill, late of Conshohocken,
dec’d.
No. 8—Oberholtzer—Nov. 6.—First and final
account of James Van Fossen, guardian of
Lizzie A. Oberholtzer, minor child of Annie
Oberholtzer, dec’d.
No. 9—Kennedy—Nov. 7.—First account of
John L. Kennedy et ai., ex’tor of the estate
of William R. Kennedy, late of Norristown,
dec'd.
No. 10—H unsberger—Nov. 12. — Partial ac
count of H, K. Hunsberger and D. F. Hunsberger, ex’tors of the estate of John D.
Hunsberger, late of Souderton, dec’d.
No. 11—Custer—Nov. 14.—First and final accoun of Ellwood Hoot, adm'tor of the estate
of Albion F. Custer, late of Worcester town
ship, dec'd.
No. 12—Willcox—Nov. 16.—First account of
James M. Willcox, J. Percy Keating, Rob
ert W. Lesley and D. Webster Dougherty,
trustees under the will of James M. Will
cox, dec’d, for the children of William J.
Willcox, dec’d.
No. 13—Willcox—Nov. 16—First account of
James M. Wlllcoji, Robert W. Lesley and
D. Webster Dougherty, trustees under the
will of James M. Willcox. dec,d, for Eulalia
W. Lesley and Anne W. Dougherty, Arthur
V. Willcox being a resident abroad is not
joined to this account.
No. 14—Willcox—Nov. 16.—First account of
James M. Willcox, J. Percy Keating, Rob
ert W. Lesley and D. Webster Dougherty,
trustees under the will of James M. Willcox,
dec'd, for Arthur V. Willcox, Arthur V.
Wilcox being a resident abroad is not joined
in this account.
No. 16—Willcox—Nov. 16.—First account of
James M. Willcox, Robert W. Lesley and
D. Webster Dougherty, trustees under the
will of James M. Willcox, dec'd, for Katha
rine H. Willcox, Mary A. Willcox, Eulalia
W. Lesley and Anne W. Dougherty, Arthur
V. Willcox being a resident abroad is not
joined in this account.
No. 16—B e a n —Nov. 16.—First and fin a l ac
count of Hanna E. Bean, adm'tor cum testamento annexo of the estate of Jesse H.
Bean, late of Norristown, dec’d.
No. 17—Yerkes—Nov. 16.—Account of J. B.
Larzelere, adm’tor of the estate of Frank
Yerkes, late of Moreland township, dec’d.
No. 18—Youno—Nov. 16—First and final ao’. count of Charles M. Young, ex'tor of the
last will and testament of Mary Young, late
of Upper Hanover, dec’d.
RHINE RUSSELL FREED,
Register of Wills and ex-officio Clerk of Or
phans’ Court.
11-28
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W I L L I A M S ,

225 Main Street, and Springer’s Block,
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'
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.Is sold here at EQUALLY SATISFACTORY
PRICES. Every wearer of our goods be
comes a friend of the house and a firm be
liever in our ability to give better value than
is obtainable elsewhere. The line of

Silver Novelties for Gift Glviug.
tions held until called for.

Selec

J. D. S allad e,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

Fleeced-Lined Underwear
Now offered will add to this reputation.
Value is woven in every stitch.

C O L L E G E V IL L E .

Opposite Public Square,

NORRISTOW N. PA .

m
m

m
The
Farmers’
Hotel

Is a good place to 6top at when
when you visit Norristown. Ex
cellent accommodations at rea
sonable rates.

Steam Heat
Electric Light

m
i t W e a re H e a d q u a r te r s for
ft A ll K in d s o f H ard w a re,
ft P a in ts , O ils, V arn ish es
ft a n d G la ss.
ft T O O L S I
ft
If you want anything in the
1 tool line come to us and we can
ft supply you at BOTTOM PRICES.
ft
READY-MIXED
ft
ft

Comfort and (convenience in
every room in the big building,
and “ square” meals three times f t
a day. Every effort made to
please guests and make them
feel at home.

PAINT!
ft

ift

J. T.KEYSER&BRO., Proprietors ft

We have It for the House, Barn,
or Wagon.

The N. H, Benjamin Co.,

ft
ft
ft
ft:
ft

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
S

ft
ft
ft
i
Cor. Main & Barbadoes Sts.
’Phone 521.
207 BRIDGE ST.,
ft
1
ft Phœnixvîlle, h Penna. f t
.ft:
ft
’PHONE 12.
ft
ft
T H E B IG S T O R E
1 J . P . S te tle r , M anager. f t
ft:
NORRISTOW N, PA .

D O L L S I
I D O X jX j S I

B R IC -A -B R A C .

Fancy Bisque Figures,
Dainty Bric-a-brac
Large Vases
And beautiful goods for presents. Tou find
here without the extremely high prices asked
for such in jewelry stores. Goods for less
money than elsewhere is our standard
bearer and it keep$ this store busy every day
in the week. We have a good share of your
trade and mean to have more of it. Watch
us from now till Xmas.

H. E. E lston,

ft
ft

ift
ft
ft

ft

ft
ft

— DEALER IN —

HARDWARE
------ AND—

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS :::

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

Our Men’s Box Calf Shoe at $2 00, is a
P a in t, G ins«, P u tty , V a rn ish ,
winner. See our line of WOOL BOOTS.
E tc., E tc.
LINOLEUMS and FLOOR OIL CLOTH
In variety.
I now have a complete line of Breech Load
Do not forget to see onr line of BED ing Guns. Single Barrel Guns from $5.00
up.
Double Barrel Hammer Guns from
BLANKETS, from cheapest to the best.
$9 75 up. Hammerless Guns, made by the
HORSE and STABLE BLANKETS and Baker Gun Co., at $24 00. Flobert Rifles
PLUSH ROBES, over 40 different styles to from $2.00 up. Gun Cleaners, Loader Shells,
select from. We claim to have largest as etc., etc.
sortment of blankets ever shown in Trappe.
PRICES RIGHT.
A fine line of

flats, Gaps and Gloves
FOR MEN AND CHILDREN.

h

Our Grocery Department «

IS ALWAYS UP TO DATE in quality and
price.
Kiln-dried Corn Meal and Fresh Buck
wheat Flour always on hand.
A large lot of Coarse Salt just received.
Come and see the largest lot .of Store
Goods between Norristown and Pottstown.

E. G. Brownback,
, TRAPPE, PA.

Agent for New Royal and Service Sewing
Machines, American Field and Ellwood
Lawn Fencing, Poultry Netting, etc. Granl
tine Wall Plaster, Portland, Anchor and Rossendale Cements.

Main Street, Near Depot,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

A.11 in Readiness for

HOLIDAY B U YER S
Joyous Christmas Season w ill soon he
here, and following our usual policy of
anticipating the needs of the buying pub
lic, we have assembled here our HOLIDAY
COLLECTION of staple goods at this early
date, and announce the largest and most
interesting stocks we have ever displayed,
at most interesting prices. Early buyers
have many advantages. Goods carefully
packed and held for later delivery. See our

(Si

ft
ft

'ft

In making your purchases at
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of ^
experience enables the proprietor -.yjj.
4A lrnon inaf wVin4 4n V
\nY
T K
to know just what to buy,
how V?.*
to buy, and bow to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock In a thoroughly equipped -jM
£
general store.

Tailor-made S u its

aot

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner yon
will find what you want at the
right price.

And the Long Coats now so
much in v o g u e ....................

BRENDLINGERS
80 and 82 Main Street,
213 and 215 DeKalb Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Ready-made PantaloonB and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s jjMt
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

ft
ft
ft
ft

In W. P. FEITON, That
i
I
1
■

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

ft

Scientific American.

Do not miss seeing our line of Flannel
ettes and Outings.
A full line of Suits and Overcoats from
Sample at Bottom Prices.
Men’s and Ladles’ Fleeced Lined UNDER
WEAR in all sizes.
A full line of Men’s, Ladles’ and Child
ren’s

GEO. F. CLAMER,

YOU WILL
il
MAKE NO ft
MISTAKE ftI Purs, Coats, and

I
1

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

Dress Goods, Flannels,
Woolens, Cheviots,
and Cassimeres.

i

ft

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatenta.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
ipecial notice, without charge, in the

MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods In
ft
variety.

YSTERS !
O
Oysters of the best grades, retail and
wholesale, at

D esigns
C o p y r ig h ts A c.

AMMUNITION, ETC.

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
ft
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

NORRISTOW N. PA.

S tro u d ’s R ailroad H o u se,

, ------

— GO TO —

1

5 8 a n d 60 E a st M ain S tr e e t,

COLLEGEVILLE, from September 1 to
May 1. Served in all styles. Delivered to
all parts of the town. Orders filled with
promptness. Keystone ’phone No. 12.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
i
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

b

Our stock of Fall Goods is LARGER and

ftftftftftftftftftftftftft

The dolls are ready for your inspection.
The prices are 10c. to $10. The dolls are
pictures ; nice, large, fat, healtby-looking
babies that any child would be proud to f t
own. In undressed dolls the stock is com
plete—bisque heads, kid bodies, jointed
arms and legs, and the price starts at 25c.
Some special good values here for 50, 75c,,
$1 and $1.50.
Having made a special study of purchas
ing dolls this season we seem to feel that we
have the goods for you and at less prices
than elsewhere.

Fancy pieces for presents. This China
Department is on the first floor in the rear.
For the several years of our china showing
our customers know the values shown in
this room and now this year’s showing far
eclipses any previous effort upon our part in

t a i l in n o ia e s m t !

1 6 E a s t M a i n S t ., Shoes and Rubber Goods.

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
M A IN S T R E E T ,

f o

e 

IP IR U D E .

Your past patronage has but one result.
The greatest display of glassware In the
town is here and the lowest prices as well.

SATISFACTORY UNDERWEAR

R

,

We’ve yielded our best efforts to excel
all others In buyiug and selling it.

SO M E OF TH E REASONS W H Y
W O M E N S H O U L D VO TE.
BY ALICE STONE BLACKWELL.

I.

fl GLASSWARE II

The contract for the first link in
the Pacific cable, providing for its
laying from San Francisco to Hono
lulu within ten months, has been
let. Strange to say, the Commercial
Cable Co., which is constructing
the line, asks for no government aid
nor subsidy. This is a refreshing
change from the usual procedure.

The general argument for woman
suffrage is the same as having a re
public rather than a monarchy. It
is fair and right that those who
must obey the laws should have a
voice in making them, and that
those who are obliged to pay taxes
should have a voice as to the amount
of the tax and the way in which the
tax money should be used. Roughly
stated, the fundamental. principle of
a republic is this: In deciding what
is to be done, where everybody’s
interests. are concerned, we take
everybody’s opinion, and go accord
ing to the wish of the majority.
Since we cannot suit everybody, we
do what will suit the greatest num
ber. That seems to be, on the
whole, the fairest way. A vote is
simply a written expression of
opinion, written down and put into
a ballot box so that it may be
counted.
In thus taking a vote to get at the
wish of a majority, certain classes
of persons are always passed over,
whose opinions for one reason or
another, are thought to not be worth
counting. In most of our states,
these classes are children, aliens,
idiots, lunatics, criminals and wo
men. There are good and obvious
reasons for making all these ex
ceptions but the last. It is clear
that no account ought to be taken of
the opinion of children, lunatics or
criminals. Is there any equally
good reason why no account should
F or the Independent.
be taken of the opinions of women?
T E R S E O B S E R V A T IO N S .
If not, it would seem that women
ought to have a vote, on general
Strange to say, Turkey seems to principles ,of fair play.
object to being stuffed with French
When you feel that life ie hardly worth
chestnuts.

members of the Union party in Montgomery, of
which C. Tyson Kratz, Esq., is the duly accredited leader,
have not scrubbed off their war-paint; not just yet. Local
politics about the (Hub needs a stirring up with forked sticks
and the U nionists propose to show the public how to do the
trick, even though they burn the bottom out of the kettle.
B y such light exercise they propose to keep in proper, sappy
trim to dictate the making of members of the Legislature and
a Congressman next summer. If Congressman Wanger tries
to be real good and lets out a link or two in behalf of the
The Republican gain in Nebraska
blessed (?) tariff, he may again be accepted with a great rush this year was about 25,000. Now
of salvation a rm s!
the papers out there are disputing
T he

Eyed Goddess’-’ would make a great
hit on the stage.

ft

ft
ft

!
OYSTERS
Prime Oysters served in all styles at

Perkiom en Bridge Hotel.
| j y Orders from any part of the town
promptly filled and delivered.
10-17.
HENRY BOWER, Proprietor.

YOU R Posters P rin ted
MU
NN&Co.36,Broai“»’NewYork G E T tlze
Branch Office, 635 F St* Washington, D. C,
independent Office.

»«

The excellence of the make and finish
of our Clocks for parlor and dining room,
their beauty and the many designs, are
a fascination to people who want to see
a large selection of nice productions.
We aim to have all the reliable
grades and best styles, and offer
these at prices to jog their move
ments out of doors.
Clocks for Holiday purposes should
be bought earlier than goods which have
no Internal mechanism. : : : : : :

G.LANZ,
THE JEWELER,

& 11 D e K a lt >
NORRISTOWN, PA.

S t .,

It is a woman’s fine kid lace, Goodyear,
hand-sewed, heavy sole, and full medium
toe, correct style, only # 8 .2 5 .
No. 143 and 142 is woman’s fine kid shoes,
button and lace, Goodyear Welt, for only
# 8 .5 0 ; worth $3 00.
Woman’s Enamel Shoes, Goodyear, band
sewed, # 2 .5 0 , $ 3 .0 0 .
Woman’s fine kid and box Calf Shoes, but
ton and lace, C, D, E, EE, for # 2 .0 0 .
C h ild ren 's S h o e s in all leathers, best
assortment in town.

H . U. NYCE.
6 E , Main S t.

N O R R IS T O W N .

iTHE INDEPENDENT!

A lum ni M ee tin g .
—Macungie milk dealers have
raised the price of milk from five to
The quarterly meeting of the Up
six cents per quart.
per Providence Alumni Association
will be held in the Mennonite school
—Over 5000 people have been vac housé, near Yerk'es, next Saturday
cinated by Conshohocken physicians evening, November 30, at 7.30. Full
since the smallpox scare started.
attendance of members is desired
—While hunting near Wilkesbarre, Benjamin Burkett was killed
C an d id ates For M e rc a n tile
by the accidental discharge of a
A ppraiser.
companion’s gun.
Among the candidates mentioned
—Mrs. John C. Holtznagel, of for appointment by the County Com
Reading, (purchased 80 tons of cab missioners as Mercantile Appraiser
bage with which to make sour krout. are Jacob K. Leidy, Upper Provi
dence; Jacob D. Schwenk, Lower
— Mrs. A. D. Fetterolf, of this Providence; Jacob B. Nice. Fran
borough, is recovering from her re conia; Thomas Coulston, Plymouth
cent illness, due in part to vaccin and Frank F. Saylor, Ironbridge
ation.

P h ilad elp h ia M arke ts.

F or the Independent.

FROM OAKS.
killed that rabbit two times dead.
T h e Best C h ris tm a s G ift for
Little
M oney.
One evening of last week orders
Comrade I. R. Weikel visited
TEIUIM — IX.OU F K K Y E A R
Sent as a year’s subscription to T he
were received by the lock tender at Allentown some time ago. and called
BY NICK O F OAKS.
Brower’s Landing that the water in on Comrade Jesse D. Miller. Com Y ouths’ C ompanion $1.75 will buy the
::
IN A D V A N C E .
»
Black Rock Dam was to be drawn rade Miller sent by Comrade Weikel fifty-two weekly issues of T he Y ouths’
Thanksgiving Day, did you say 1
So soon again ? How rapidly time passes off down to the dorsal fin of the larg some very fine radishes to the four C ompanion for 1902. I t will buy the t wo
T h u r s d a y , Nov. 2 8 , 1901
est carp in said dam, and the canal comrades of Oaks—Smith, Francis, hundred and fifty fascinating stories in
aw ay;
Truly ’tis said we are but sojourners here, was to be used as a sluice way or Weikel and Nichols. As this is the new volume for 1902. I t will buy the
Our stay made shorter by the lapse of an tail race for the water. Speculation Thanksgiving day, accept, old com fifty interesting special articles contributed
C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .
other year.
was* rife as to the cause. One indi rade, the thanks of four comrades by famous men and women to the new
vidual volunteered the information from Oaks, and may you live to raise volume for 1902. I t will entitle the new
St. James’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Rev. A. J.
This
is
the
time
of
the
turkey’s
woes,
D e a th .
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn*
that it was for the purpose of cap many more good, tender, luscious subscriber who sends in his subscription
Hush’d the cackle of hen, the rooster’s
log at 10.30, and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at
turing
a mermaid that had changed radishes like these, and may your now to all the issues of T he C ompanion
John Sheridan die(l at his home
crows,
2.15 p. m.
in Limerick township, one mile be The quack of the duck, the gobble of gob its habitation from the Susquehanna memory never fail you, that you will for the remaining weeks of 1901 free. I t
to the Schuylkill and had taken not forget to send us some more will entitle the new subscriber for 1902 to
low Sanatoga, early Sunday morn
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
bler with luminous comb,
one of T he C ompanion ’s new Calendars
Church, Oaks Station. Sunday services 10.45 a.
ing after a lingering illness. De The racket of the noisy bird, th a t once lodgings in Black Rock Dam. Said next time.
for 1902, lithographed in twelve colors and
uj and 3.30 p. m. Sunday School 2.30 p. m.
mermaid
had
been
noticed
by
some
ceased was born in Ireland, but
sav’d Rome.
We were treated to a violent wind gold. Full illustrated announcement of
Holy Communion first Sunday in month.
fishermen last summer while gazing
came to this country when a young
Special choral and catechism service last Sun
’Tis a day of Thanksgiving, give thanks through an upturned bottle filled and rain storm Saturday night. the new volume for 1902 will be sent to
man.
His
wife
died
several
years
day in month at 3 p m. The Rev. T. P. Ege,
for plenteousness, for prosperity, for with fluid, so indispensable to make There was a very heavy rainfall. any address free. THE YOUTHS’ COM
ago. He leaves several children
rector, residing in the rectory at Oaks Station
—The farm of twelve acres be
A D eal U n d e r W ay.
peace, t
PANION, 195 Columbus Avenue, Boston,
the fish bite lively, and to keep off Just what was most needed.
among
whom
are
Richard
Sheridan
throughout the year, will be pleased to receive longing to the estate of George Gar
Give
earnest
thanks,
sincere
thanks
to
Him,
Henry
Yost
Jr.,
who
has
con
the gallinipers and mosquitoes
Guss Shearer, who is a member Mass.
and
Miss
Maggie
Sheridan,
both
ealisfor visitations or ministrations. Address rett, in Norriton township, near
your blessings will increase;
which sometimes trouble the man at of the police force of Philadelphia,
Oaks Post Office. A cordial welcome is ex Jeffersonville, was sold on Friday ducted an extensive livery business residing at home.
in this borough for some years past,
Thanks, grateful thanks, for mercies freely the reel. It was supposed said mer spent several days gunning last
tended to all services and free seats are pro
That Throbbing Headache.
at public sale for $4850.
given,
is about negotiating for the pur B a n k irig H o u s e E x te n s iv e ly Im p ro v e d
vided.
maid finding the Union canal was week. He and Mr. Garrigues hunt
to the Most High God, possessor abandoned, came overland during a ed the wilds along the Perkiomen Would quickly leave you, if you used Dr.
—The first death from smallpox' in chase of the livery stable and out
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
The Montgomery National Bank Thanks
King’s New Life Pills. Thousands of suf
belonging to L. H.
of earth and heaven.
very heavy dew. Another one ex creek.
0. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30 Royersford occurred Sunday night, buildings
of
Norristown
has
resumed
business
ferers have proved their matchless merit for
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7 when Lewis Bechtel died, after a Ingram, who desires to devote his in its banking house, which has Give thanks, though dire calamity may plained matters to his own satisfac
Sick and Nervous Headaches. They make
A
series
of
meetings
will
be
held
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
tion after this manner : That it was in the chapel at Audubon, begin pure blood and build up your health. Only
brief illness. One other case in that entire attention to auctioneering, been undergoing extensive improve
cause all to mourn,
25 cents. Money back if not cured. Sold
shoemaking and harness repairing,
discover the lineof the new town ning last Sunday evening.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach borough is regarded as serious.
ments during the past several Though afflictions beset us, seem too to
by J. W. Culbert, druggist.
ship of Black Rock and have it run
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
months.
The
interior
of
the
bank
grievous
to
be
borne,
—The
eighth
annual
Sanatoga
correct, which would keep
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Oourdbn, pastor. Bible
now presents a handsome and in He who by wise and prudent rulings, for about
A ssign ee’s S ale.
Charley Dougherty in said new D ecision in Favor o f th e N o rristow n p R I V A T E MAKE OF
fohool, 9.30 a. m.- Prayer meeting, Wednesday poultry show opened yesterday at
viting
appearance.
New
furnish
our
land
greatest
prosperity
won,
Dr.
S.
B.
Horning,
assignee
for
School Board.
evening at 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every Sanatoga Park with an attractive
township, as he is a straight Repub
second Sunday evening at 7.30 ; Bible school, list of entries in the fancy bird line. G. W. Yost and wife of this borough, ings have been placed therein in Dying from the bullet of the assassin, said lican his services were needed to
Judge
Edwards,
of the Lacka
addition
to
the
changes
made
to
the
’Tis
God’s
way,
His
will
be
done;
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
sold at public sale on Tuesday the
Turkeys, Chickens,
keep the citizens of said new town wanna Courts, has decided that the
days at 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
store building and residence on walls and ceiling.
Give thanks for health, for strength, for ship straight; as it is feared they borough of Norristown can accept
LAMBS I
W . C . T. U .
Main street and a variety of' store
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
an appetite for a good straight din might get so independent they the gift of $50,000 from Andrew
W ill Spend $ 2 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0 0 .
pastor. Services at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
ner,
A meeting of the W. C. T. U. will goods. The real estate was struck
would hardly know how to deport Carnegie for the erection of a public AT E. BECKMAN’S HOTEL, TRAPPE.
I will sell a t private sale from MON
Sunday School at 9.30 a. m. Prayer service fol be held at the home of Mrs. E. A. off by auctioneer Ingram to R. P.
The expenditures to be made by E ’en though you may be class’d with themselves, and Charley would library, and can make a yearly tax DAY,
NOVEMBER 25, till all are sold,
lowing Sunday School.
Krusen on Tuesday, December 3, Baldwin for $425, subject to an in the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
Publican and sinner;
straighten them out. Then it’s not levy of $5000 for its maintenance. 600 turkeys and chickens and 200 lambs.
cumbrance
of
$1105.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. at 2.30 o ’clock p. m.
in 1902 for rolling stock will aggre Give thanks for blest associations, to fair to have two locks and two lock The action came before Judge Ed All stock first-class, none better ; come
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Sunday School at
tenders in one township, for one or. wards upon a bill filed by Roman- and see for yourself. G. W. SEANOR.
true, good friends, for favors,
gate $25,000,000, a sum unprece
9 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
They’re
the
salt
of
the
earth,
th
a
t
has
not
the other would have to-be boss, dus Scheetz and other taxpayers to
dented in railroad history. Of this
Another Bridge?
About D ivision.
and 7.30 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting
lost its savor.
and should be ch ided as near about restrain the School Board of Norris
Certain movements by theP. & R. ambunt 19,0^0,000 will be expended
Sunday, at 3 p. m. Y P. S. C. E. prayer meet
O U B L I C SALE OF »5
A report i^ in circulation to the Railroad officials have given rise to for cars, and the other $6,000,000
ing, Sunday, at 6.30 p. m. Congregational
Be thankful for the yield of the fields, the even as possible with no sight un town from making the proposed tax
effect
that
a
jury
has
decided
to
seen.
One
person
had
this
to
say:
for
locomotives.
As
already
an
levy for this purpose. Argument
the belief that another bridge is to
prayer meeting, Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m. All
products of the soil,
recommend a division of Upper be built across the Schuylkill be nounced, the company will require
A grandson of Captain Kidd the was heard at Norristown Septem
Southern Ohio Cows !
are cordially invited to attend the services
Providence township. We are un tween Bridgeport and Norristown, 19,000 freight and coal cars for 1902, If you didn’t reap no rich reward, for your bold buccaneer who navigated the ber 13th last, Judge Edwards speci
AND A BULL.
labor and your to il;
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe. Ser able to confirm the report.
so that trains can be run through the greater number of which have We must learn to want, as well as abound, Schuylkill canal, became a Schuyl ally presiding. The petitioners al
vices next Suuday morning and evening, at 10
kill
Ranger.
In
his
daring
exploits
been
already
ordered.
leged that the School Board acted
Norristown and over the river to
o’clock a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Can’t live off the top of the heap the whole
he captured the canal boat Jane and unlawfully in voting to accept the
the main line, without the necessity
A nnual M eeting.
year round.
Trappe circuit, United Evangelical Church.
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
Jenny, drove the crew to the wilds proposal of Mr. Carnegie : that the DAY,
M . E. C H U R C H , E V A N S B U R G .
DECEMBER 5, 1901, a t Beau’s
Preaching at Limerick, Sunday next, at 10.30
Notice is given elsewhere in this of backing to the bridge below
of
the
forest
of
Black
Rock,
and
“If
we
were
all
rich
there
would
be
nothing
imposition
of
the
tax
would
producer
Hotel, Schwenksville, Pa., 25 extra South
a. m., Zieglersville at 2 30 p. m., Trappe at 7.30 issue of the annual meeting of the Bridgeport.
The proposed sixtieth anniversary
adoin’,
sank
a
cargo
of
black
diamonds,
ern
Ohio
cows, most of them fresh with
a perpetual burden and is an effort
p.m. Rev. Wm. S. Rehrer, pastor.
of the church has been postponed This country would go to rack, to ruin,” with a ham and some mule shoes, to legislate for and obligate all sub calves by their sides. These are good
Perkiomen Branch of 'the Milk
Fatally
Shocked
by
E
lectricity.
until the 8th or 15th of December. ’Twould be one continuous round of pleas somewhere in said dam; but no sequent School Boards. The School ones. Also a nice bull. Sale a t 1 o’clock,
Trinity Church: Wednesday evening, prayer Shippers’ Union in Bean’s hall,
p. m. Conditions by
meeting, 7.30 o’clock. Thursday morning, Na Schwenksville, on Monday, Decem
About six o ’clock Monday morn The date and program will be given
ure, of mirth,
body believed his story, as they Board contended that the complain
FRANK SCHWENK.
tional Thanksgiving service at 10 o’clock. Sat ber 2, at 1.30 p. m.
ing Adam F. Steiner, clerk at Geo. in the issue of next week.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
said
he
was
only
kidding.
On
in
The
promise
is,
the
meek,
the
lowly,
shall
ants were not parties in interest
urday afternoon, catechetical class, 2 o’clock.
C. Hollenbach’s Mill Park Hotel,
quiry it was found the waters were and not entitled to the relief claimed;
inherit the earth.
The fourth quarterly conference
Sunday: Sunday School, at 9, and preaching at
Pottstown, was found dead on the will be held by Dr. McDowell, the
drawn
off to take the measurements that the defendants were not liable
AT 9 A. M.
S tru ck by an Express T rain .
10 a.m.; the Junior O. E. prayer service at 2,
Think you, if you had a cool million, with
floor of the cellar at the hotel. Upon
of the dam-breast for a patent cor to the plaintiffs, and that the Court p U B L I C SALE OF
and the Y. P. S. C. E. prayer service, Mr. John
The remains of the man who was investigation it was found that his- presiding elder, in the church at 1
• no end to your belongings,
Lentz leader, at 7 o’clock.
struck by an express train at Valley death was due to a shock from an p. m. Monday, December 2. As this The world would be better 1 Would it set. There was one benefit—a con was without jurisdiction. Judge
In the Skippackville Church, Sunday, Sun
siderable quantity of mud was Edwards’ conclusions a r e :
is the most important conference in
satisfy, your longings 1
day School, and catechetical class, at 1.80 Forge, Wednesday of last week, improperly grounded electric wire. the year a full representation of the
Turkeys, Chickens,
washed but of the canal.
“ The complainants are proper
have been identified as Franklin The jury found a verdict of acci
Man is a most dissatisfied creature, e’en
o’clock ; and pleaching at 2.30 o’clock p. m.
board
is
requested.
parties,
and
a
Court
of
Equity
has
DUCKS,
GEESE, LAMBS, SHOATS,
Martin, of Valley Forge. His death dental death.
from his birth,
A young man who was badly af
The School Board
COWS!
must have been instantaneous.
W ants this, w ants th at, w ants the whole fected with rheumatism he could jurisdiction.
within the limits of reasonable
In te r-C o u n ty Bridge Proposed.
earth.
not walk, was vaccinated; and since acted
H om e a n d A b ro ad .
B irth d ay Party.
discretion and by authority of law.
SE
&
££
Levi B. Kaler, Michael Towers
Secured a Position.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bartman of and Henry McGuckian, of Chester Remember, ’tw as to the poor the Gospel’s then the rheumatiz has left him and Resolutions of the School Board
Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
he
can
get
around
quite
lively
and
to be preach’d,
—Another .
John Yost, of this borough, has this borough gave a party .last county, and John Kneas, Thomas"
is engaged to play left gouger on agreeing to appropriate $5000 an DAY, DECEMBER 9, 1901, at. Baker’s
secured a clerical position in the Saturday afternoon in honor of their W. Morris and John G. Prizer, of And the rich and the wealthy—well, they’re the Milky Whey foot ball team of nually for support of the library is Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 500 Turkeys, one
—Thanksgiving Day
of Chickens, Ducks, and Geese.
not quite out of reach ;
not such an indebtedness of the car-load
freight office of the Philadelphia & daughter Mary’s tenth birthday Montgomery county, viewers ap
Also a lot of Lambs and Shoats and a
the University of Puntinham. An school
anniversary.
The
little
folks
spent
Be
content,
add
godliness
to
contentment,
district
as
comes
within
the
Reading
Railroad
Co.,
at
Front
and
cows. All choice stock. Buy your
pointed by the courts of both
—At hand to be observed
other, troubled with catarrh, has prohibition of the Constitution. The few
most excellent features.
Christmas poultry a t this sale and secure
Willow streets, Philadelphia. He a very pleasant afternoon playing counties, Friday visited H eister’s
been
totally
cured
of
the
disease
bargains.
Sale a t 9 a. m. Conditions by
—Fittingly, or otherwise.
will enter upon his duties next games. At six o ’clock an elaborate Ford, where it is proposed to build And own up like men, we’re all dependent since vaccinated. The parents of a School Library act of 1895 is consti
MURRAY MOORE.
supper was served which was an inter-county bridge over the
creatures.
tutional,
and
is
not
repealed
by
the
Monday.
young man had their son vaccinated Borough act of 1897. Holding these J. G. Fetterolf, auct. H. H. Robison and
—With all the downs in life,
heartily appreciated by the children, Schuylkill. Testimony was taken Yes, this is the American’s
C.
U.
Bean,
clerks.
Thanksgiving so he would not go to see but one
after which they returned home, and their report will be made in a
views,
we
direct
judgment
to
be
en
Day,
—There may yet be
Recovering From Inju ries.
girl at a time, but it didn’t take.
all having enjoyed themselves few days. E. F. Kane, of Norris
»UBLIC SALE OF
Though not fiiark’d down in “our almanac’ Another person was told vaccination tered in favor of the defendants.
Roscoe, son of Emil Klousfelder, thoroughly.
—Enough ups
town, was the attorney represent
as a holiday;
would have no effect on him, as he
of this borough, is slowly recover
W h a t Is The U se O f A Sorrow ful
ing the Montgomery county peti Yet for blessings, for mercies, of the year was badly soaked with rum. Then
Colorado Horses !
—To afford every, mortal sufficient ing from the serious injury inflicted
G en eral S te w a rt a t H is H o m e
tioners, while Franklin March, of
Song ?
fast passing away,
said he, if it will keep the disease
reason to give thanks and feel a short time ago by a board falling
Parkerford, represented the peti We give thanks to the Giver of all Good, away, I ’ll take mor-rum.
in N o rristow n .
Ob, w hat is the use of a sorrowful song!
upon his head at the new power
thankful for something or other.
this Thanksgiving Day.
The world knows enough of sadness.
Adjutant General Thomas J. tioners of Chester county.
house, where he was engaged at
Samuel F. Jarrett, ex-Treasurer Cares-press wearily, troubles throng,.
—Those who cannot find at least work. It is hoped Roscoe will soon Stewart, was conveyed in a special
Oaks, Pa., Nov. 28, 1901.
Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
of Montgomery county, celebrated Toil is bitter and grief is long.
one reason why they should feel be able to be about again, as usual. car from Harrisburg to his home in
M u s lc a le .
DAY, DECEMBER 2, 1901, a t D. M.
the 76th anniversary of his birth
thankful
And
never
is
too
much
gladness.
Norristown last Saturday, where he
Kline’s
Hotel, Limerick, a car-load of
The second musicale by the
Tuesday, November 19, 1901.
U R S IN U S C O L L E G E N O T E S .
young horses, unbroken, and 10 two-yearreceived quite an ovation from his pupils of Miss Ida Robison was
Oh,
w
hat
is
the
use
of
a
sorrowful
song.
—Must be dwelling in the depths
Deputy T rea su re r N am ed.
old mules. Here is a special opportunity
admiring friends. His wounded given at her home on Second avenue
The Audubon Science Club will
Burk, who farms the Shepherd
When we might sing one of thanks to secure bargains in young horses and
of despair,
George N. Malsberger/. County leg is healing gradually and full re Saturday evening. By reason «ff hold its monthly meeting next farm near Port Providence, had a
mules.
Sale a t 2.30 o’clock. Conditions
giving
ISAAC D eTURK.
—Where the night is without Treasurer elect, has appointed as covery from the unfortunate acci the inclement weather the attend Tuesday evening. The club is an huskiDg bee Wednesday afternoon. T hat never a soul is too deep in wrong, bv
F. H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
his deputy E. P. Ancona, a promi dent he met with several months ance was not as large as it would outgrowth of the Mathematical- He has about 800 shocks of corn to
stars,
Though
years
are
heavy
and
sin
is
strong,
nent fellow citizen of Pottstown, ago is anticipated. He will remain otherwise have been. The event Physical Club and will cover a husk.
To climb to truest living!
—A ny where, either grief or re who is reckoned quite competent to at his home in Norristown for some was quite a success. The follow broader field than heretofore by
Oh,
w hat is the use of a sorrowful strain
H E R IF F ’S SALE OF
John
C.
Dettra
wishes
it
to
be
un
fill the bill. Thus Pottstown gains time to come.
morse forbid a single ray of hope !
ing named pupils participated in including all the natural sciences. derstood he is still making overalls,
T hat brings but tears and grieving 1
still another pqblic official and is
rendering, piano selections and
—.Hrrtr there is a big lofr 'of thè doubtless correspondingly happy.
The young ladies of the Schaff etc., even if he has several thousand There’s never a life so full of pain
REAL ESTATE !
C h a rte r to Build a Bridge.
acquitted themselves most credit Society had charge of last Friday flags to make.
B ut hope in some corner may bud again
gush' of pretension mixed up with
ably;
Annie
Hunsicker,
Bertha
By
virtue
of a w rit of Venditioni ExThe
Reading
Company
has
taken
And bloom into sweet believing.
Thanksgiving Day utterances.
evening’s
program. A special
issued out of the court of Common
G ris t M ill and H ouse Destroyed
out a Pennsylvania charter within Saylor, Sadie Hunsicker, Madge feature was the musical numbers by
John B. Dettra has built a cistern Oh, w hat is the use of a sorrowful song >onas
Pleas of Montgomery epunty, to me di
f -A man can shout out his thankthe past few days and organized the Stroud, Randall Detwiler, Stanley the septette. Mr. Stick, an ex near his residence, and the rain
T hat eases not one heart’s aching!
by Fire.
rected, will be sold a t public sale, on
finess from the top of a bouse un
Hunsicker,
LaretaScheuren,
Esther
Norristown
&
Main
Line
Connect
Saturday
night
about
filled
it.
The
hearts
th
a
t
are
happiest
pass
it
along,
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 4, 1901, a t 1
member, favored the Society with
The grist mill and residence of
’clock p. m., in Court Room No. 2, a t the
ti he makes himself heard for a mile
For mirth is heedless and joy is strong;
J. K. Clemmer at Spring Mount, ing Railroad Company. The object Gotwals, Ethel Schwenk, Grace several cornet solos. An informal
House, in the borough of Norris
William Higginbotham is nursing
of the new corporation is to build Saylor, Winfield Landis, Mae reception was held at the close of
B ut it bides in the heart th a t is break Court
town, said county, the following described
X—And then go down to the first two miles north of Schwenksville, the
a vaccination, while Will, his son,
Bowers,
Nora
Yergey,
Bessie
approaches
and
bridge
between
ing.
the
program.
real
e
s
tste : All th a t certain messuage and
story and make somebody feel un- were entirely destroyed by fire, the Reading main line, above Ashenfelter, and Lizzie R. Yerkes.
has an attack of typhoid fever.
tract of land situate in the borough of
Emma
C.
Dowd,
in
the
Housewife.
Tuesday night. The fire originated
haptty for the rest of the day.
The Zwinglian Society held its
Trappe, said county, to w it: Beginning in
the wellSaturday night was a most un
in the office of the mill, and when Bridgepont, and the Norristown Miss Edna Albert,
the middle of the Perkiomen and Reading
annual open meeting last Friday
—And men have-been known to discovered the flames had made side of the Schuylkill, in the vicin known vocalist of Yerkes, gave a evening. The program consisted of pleasant night for the celebration of
turnpike road, thence by land now or late
F A U L T -F IN D IN G .
of Camilia Keeler northeasterly 539 4-10 ft.,
do something much like such a per such progress as to baffle all efforts ity of Swede street. The plans for solo that was much appreciated. the following numbers: Reading, the fifth anniversary of the wedding From the D etroit News-Tribune.
thence by the same land southeasterly 102
the new bpidge have not yet been Miss Robison, who is an efficient
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Rowland, re
formance,
made to save the buildings.
100 ft., thence by land now or late of
prepared, but it will be a double and painstaking teacher of music, Mr. H. U. Miller; recitation, Miss siding near Port Providence.
Fault finding helps nobody, and Richard
Pool southwesterly 536 ft. to the
—While appearing to be quite
track steel structure, about 1600 takes great interest in all her Shade; piano solo, Mr. Gross;
middle
of said turnpike road, thence by
this
saying
may
be
applied
to
We
did
not
hear
whether
that
discussion,
Miss
Moser
and
Mr.
sanctimonious !
R eturned From a Long T rip.
the same northwesterly 85 8-10 feet to the
feet long, and will cross the river pupils, and is meeting with much
success. She is finishing her ad Matterness; declamation, Mr. Town banquet to be given in Philadelphia teachers as well as students, to em place of beginning, containing one acre
Our townsman A. D. Fetterolf at an angle.
and
twenty-six and one-tenth perches of
—However, rejoice and feel thank
by
the
Belgian
Hare
raiser
came
off
ployers as well as employes.
vanced musical training at the send; esssay, Mr. Peters; extempo
more or less. The improvements are
ful, but don’t make too much fuss returned Wednesday evening from
raneous speeches, Messrs. Krebs or is to come off. The principal Chronic fault finders command no land,
Pennsylvania
College
of
Music,
fart*. a 2)4 story frame dwelling house
his trip to Mexico, by way of El Paso,
A Fatal M istak e.
about it.
dish
to
be
Belgian
hare,
done
up
in
and
Poorman:
cornet
solo,
Miss
■
36 ft. 9 in. by 22 ft. 6 in., with a
Philadelphia.
favor and are not the ones selected
Texas. It was a long journey going
Last Saturday a week Miss Mary
Mabel Leinbach ¡oration, Miss Mary Belgian hare oil.
story frame back building 16
for advancement. Talking failure
and returning, and our neighbor is Bomberger, one of the public school
J il S S f t . 6 in. by 18 ft. 6 in., porch front
Markley; Zwinglian review, Mr.
A buyer came over to one of our makes- failure easy. A gloomy, and side, bay window on first floor, 3
—There is more than one way for qualified to give graphic word teachers of Lansdale, while suffer M ed ica l K now ledge and Com m on Sando. The program was followed
Belgian Harery’s to purchase a melancholy disposition is largely a rooms on first floor, 5 rooms on second
Sense C o m b ined.
pictures of his thrilling adventures ing from a slight attack of indi
&man to swell his own head.
by an informal reception which hare. He examined the different matter of habit, and materially re floor, 3 rooms on third floor, cellar, well
while going horseback over one gestion, thought to relieve her ail
The following is from the editorial proved a delightful innovation.
and pump under side porch; frame stable
—Too much rum will do it.
pens. It so happened a two dollar tards one’s advancement. It does 18
hundred and fifty miles of very ment by taking a dose of pepsin. columns of a recent issue of the
ft. 6 in. by 20 ft. 6 in., stabling for two
not
matter
if
one
is
unconscious
of
and
one-half
priced
hare
had
jumped
horses, wagon room, frame stable 16 ft. 4
mountainous territory in the Mexi Instead, by mistake, she took a American Medical Journal, and has
—That’s one way.
by 25 ft. 6 in., stabling for one horse,
these
habits,
they
all
figure
in
the
over into the pen of the ten dollar
can country.
quantity of corrosive sublimate. particular reference to the outbreak
Item
s
F
rom
T
ra
p
p
e
.
wagon room, frame carpenter shop 10 ft. 4
final
results
of
life
work
just
the
priced
hares.
When
asked
the
—Another is for him to keep right
in. by 23 ft. 6 in,, pig pen, chicken house,
Intense burning sensations followed of lockjaw, or tetanus, in Camden :
on increasing his estimate of him
L. B. Wismer of Reading was in price the proprietor of the Rabbitry same. Watch your chance remarks. other outbuildings, fruit trees.
and medical assistance was secured
“The occurrence of tetanus in
E n terta in m e n t.
Make
them
count
for
hope
and
en
Seized and taken in execution as the
said
if
youpick
out
one
the
price
self until he becomes .a self-consti
town Sunday.
property of Louisa E. Smith, and to be
couragement.
About one hundred members and as promptly as possible, but the some children during the course of
will
be
ten
dollars
;
if
I
pick
one
the
tuted authority on a' whole lot. of
deadly drug had done its work. vaccination in a neighboring city
sold by
JOHN K. LIGHT, Sheriff.
At the regular meeting of Town price will be two dollars and a half,
subjects that he knows very little friends attended the recent harvest For a time she felt relieved, and has probably led to a great deal of
Down money $75.00.
Council, Monday evening, H. H. and lo I the buyer picked the two H ig h e s t A ltitud es Possible to M an .
home entertainment given bw the seemed to be convelescing. On
about 1
Sheriff’s
Office,
Norristown, Pa., No
unnecessary alarm in reference to Stearly was elected a member to fill dollar and a half rabbit, paying ten From Pearson’s Magazine.
vember 11, 1901.
Mite Society of the Lower Provi
Sunday
she
grew
worse
rapidly
and
the accidental dangers of vaccin the vacancy caused by the resig dollars for the same. There’s tricks
dence Baptist church, at the home
The reason, Signor Mosso tells
T-Nick,of Oaks, has written an en of the pastor, Rev. Wm. Courson. died at five o ’clock. The home of ation. In a careful search of statis nation of John Kepler.
in all trades, even in the rabbit
us, why so few have attempted the ■^XOTIUE—ANNUAL MEETING.
tertaining Thanksgiving Day poem. A very interesting program, con the deceased is in Western Pennsyl tics in reference to the previously
trade.
1 ” The annual meeting of the Perki
mentioned condition, it is found that
The Christmas services at the
You will find it On this page.
ascent of the highest peaks on the omen Branch of the Milk Shippers’ Union
sisting of recitations, readings, vania.
Miss Retta Henry, who is attend
almost invariably is tetanus an ac Lutheran Sibaday School will be
will he held a t D. H. Bean’s Hall,
musical selections, dialogue, etc.,
—Gus Lanz, the jeweler, of Norris was rendered. Refreshments were Foot Ball C lu b R o y a lly E n terta in e d . cidental complication and in nowise held on Christmas eve.
ing the West Chester Normal School, face of the earth is the conviction Schwenksville, on MONDAY, DECEM
that
man
cannot
withstand
the
rare
BER 2, 1901,, to hear report of the Presi
visited her home and friends Thurs
town, has made - extensive prepar served and all present spent a
due to the virus itself. Tetanus is
fied air of these altitudes. “Hero dent, elect officers, and for the payment of
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Krusen, of liable to occur in the vaccine pox,
Ernest W. Sipple, a teacher in day.
ations for the holiday trade. See pleasant and social evening.
annual
dues of one dollar.
ism shrinks from such prolonged
this borough, royally entertained at as it is liable to occur in any open the Downingtown High School,
adver.
A. H. DETWILER, President.
We were the recipient of a fine G. sufferings as those due to lack of
a banquet the Foot Ball Team of wound by admixture of dirt and visited his parents here on Sunday.
A. R. badge, presented by our De health.” His own experiment and D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
—The Perkiomen Ledger, pub
Ursinus
College
at
their
home
on
Returned From a G un n in g T rip.
filth and similar material.
We
Revival meetings are being held partment Commander, Major Levi observations, however, give us as
lished at East Greenville, began its
Main street, Tuesday evening of doubt whether there is a well au
n n u a l m e e t in g .
R.
P.
Baldwin,
real
estate
agent,
this week at the Mennonite church. G. McCauley, for which we return surance that man will be able slowly
twelfth year last week. Continued
this
week.
The
toastmaster
was
thenticated
case
on
record
in
which
The annual meeting of the Upper
has returned from a gunning trip to Dr. Krusen, who knows all about
our sincere thanks, and hope to be to accustom himself to the dimin Providence
success to it.
Live Stock Association will be
A
wagon
loaded
with
stone
was
Duncannon,
Pa.,,
where
he foot ball, and could kick the pig it has been proven that the occur
permitted
to
live
when
we
may
have
held
a
t Cyrus Baker’s Lamb Hotel,
ished
barometric
pressure
of
the
run
into
by
a
trolley
car
the
other
rence
of
tetanus
during
the
course
succeeded
in
fatally
hitting
two
—Jacob Leidy, of Mingo, Upper
the opportunity of voting for the Himalayas. “ If birds,” he says, Trappe, on MONDAY, DECEMBER 2,
skin across a ten acre field, if the
1901, a t one o’clock p. m. The Board of
Providence, is suffering a severe wildvjiurkeys, 1 pheasant, 4 gray opportunity presented itself. He of vaccination has been due directly day and was demolished.
one-armed hero of the civil war for “ fly to the height of 29,000 feet man Managers
will meet a t 9 o’clock a. m.
or
indirectly
to
the
virus
used
in
squirrels and 10 rabbits. Mr. Bald has attended all the games in which
attack of meningitis.
The Evangelical Sunday School Governor of our Commonwealth.
ought to be able to reach the same
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President.
win’s reputation as a hunter and the team participated the past vaccinating. The same also holds will hold their Christmas services
Mr. Paul Webb and son and altitude at a slow rate of progress.” JOHN WANNER, Secretary.
-“Observe advertisement of the marksman seems now to be pretty
true of cancer or tuberculosis. Care on Christmas night.
Christy Carmack of Port Provi
Farmers’ Hotel of Norristown in well established, so that he need season,- with knives and cohesive less vaccinating, dirty hands, dirty
plasters within reach. Dr. Wein
Sneak thieves found their ijray dence, visited Perkiomen, Thurs
s t a t e n o t ic e .
another column.
Great Luek of An Editor.
no longer take barn doors for berger, the athletic Dean of the instruments, failure to wash the
E state of Joseph Campbell, late of
skin upon which the vaccination is into the cellar at Revi Mr. Fegley’s day, taking in the different indus
targets,
nor
fear
the
competition
of
“ For two years all efforts to cure Eczema Lower Providence township, Montgomery
—Jesse Alderfer has sold his fourCollege, who sympathizes with the to be performed, handling of the elace and at Miss Kate Weand’s tries of this place.
county,
deceased. Letters testamentary
the
hunter
who
recently
shot
at
in the palms of my hands failed,” writes
acre lot near Royersford to Samuel
team in Greek, spoke of-the dis wound _by the patient, such as pome, one night last week, and
on the above estate having been granted
Editor
H.
N.
Lester,
of
Syracuse,
Kan.,
eight
guails
and
missed—every
one
We
return
our
thanks
to
A
ssist
Jones, who resides on the Kinsell
cipline resulting from foot ball. scratching, etc., are all causes for helped themselves to something to
then I was wholly cured by Bucklen’s the undersigned,' all persons indebted to
of them!
ant United States District Attorney “Arnica
tarm, on private terms.
Dr. Spangler, the President, re the occurrence of tetanus in a vac hat.
Sale.” It’s the world’s best for said estate are requested to make immedi
ate payment, and those having legal
J.
Whitaker
Thompson
for
favors.
Eruptions, Sores, and all Bkln diseases. claims,
viewed Athletics in America. Ed cinated person. The operation of
to present the same w ithout delav
Mrs.
Mary
E.
Mast
and
daughter
—Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Craven,
Mr. Thompson is busily engaged in Only 25c. at J. W. Culbert’s drug store.
Ladies’ Aid M ee tin g .
Kelly, John Long, and John Lentz vaccination, while it is a simple one,
to MATILDA CAMPBELL, Executrix)
Edna,
of
Philadelphia,
visited
J.
K.
the
trial
of
John
L.
Semple,
thè
Jarrettown, recently celebrated
Areola, Pa.
The regular monthly meeting of also responded to toasts. Each must nevertheless be carried out Beaver and family, Sunday.
their golden wedding.
Camden lawyer, for complicity in
Or her attorney, Geo. W. Zimmerman,
o t ic e t o g u n n e r s .
the Ladies’ Aid Society was held on member of the Faculty was allowed with extraordinary care. The in
N
orristow
n,Pa.
11-7.
the
famous
bogus
note
plot.
The undersigned hereby give notice
Mrs. Mary Alderfer had the mis
—Ground has been broken for an Monday evening at the home of Dr. a minute in which to tell all struments should be scrupulously
th
a
t
gunners
and
sportsmen
are
forbidden
fortune,
last
Thursday,
to
fall
down
they
knew
about
foot
ball
and
how
Thanksgiving services will be to trespass upon their premises in quest of
extension to the Abram Cox stove and Mrs. S. D. Cornish, of this
clean, and the part upon which vac
or rent.
borough. The meeting was largely they used to kick at it with both cination is to be performed should stairs and break her arm. Dr. held in the churches here, at Green gam e:
works, at Lansdale.
The Garden Spot Farm near P o rt
attended and enjoyed by those feet. The affair throughout was a be carefully washed with soap, Markley is attending. t
Tree and St. Paul’s Memorial^ Wm. Prizer, Collegeville.
Providènce on Penna. Schuylkill Valley
A. D. Reiff,
—As a result of a revival twenty- present. After the regular business, very gratifying social event, and water and alcohol. It is not wise
Thursday,
Thanksgiving
Day.
R. R. F or particulars addressMrs. Emma
S. M. Markley, of near thi§
D. H, Grubb,
“
hve persone were received as mem transactions the following program the menu served was all that could to use the ordinary antiseptic solu borough,
S. Casselberry, 1715 Sydenham Street,
David Buckwalter, Collegeville.
is serving as a jurymen in
Early in the rabbit season two
Philadelphia,
or
bers of the First Methodist Church, was rendered: Piano solo, Miss be desired. A silver loving cup tions, as they are liable to destroy the Philadelphia
F.
C.
Prizer,
“
Courts this week. hunters started out to shoot. They
JOSEPH FITZWATER,
Pottstown.
H. K. Boyer, Lower Providence and 11-21.
Katie Laros; recitation, Mr. Haines; was presented to Dr. Krusen by the efficacy of the^virus. We are
P o rt Providence, Pa.
Skippack.
Arthur G. Ash denies positively spied a fine big rabbit squatting as
vocal solo, Miss Mary Custer; reci John Lentz, on' behalf of the mem certain that the prophylaxis which
Jacob Weidenbach,
:h, Upper
U
Providence.
close to the earth as a far-west
that
his
daughter,
who
returned
bers
of
the
team,
as
a
substantial
tation, Mr. Peters; trio, Misses
Mrs. C. E. Longacre,
“
will effectually prevent the occur
Deafness Cannot be Cored
or rent.
from Spring City some time ago, is squatter, and taking position on
Davis Raudenbush,
“
Madge Stroud, Grace Saylor and token of their keen appreciation of
Farm of 43 acres in Lower Providence:
by local applications, as they cannot reach Retta Scheuren; vocal solo, Miss the Doctor’s valuable assistance on rence of tetanus in vaccination is afflicted with small-pox, and says either flank to not fill the bunny’s
D.
H.
Casselberry,
Lower
Providence,
cleanliness.
”
Skippack, and Upper Providence! or will lease house and garden and several
diseased portion of the ear. There is Edna Albert, cornet solo, Miss the fields of battle, and of his
his entire family is in the enjoyment anatomy full of lead, fired away in
acres
of land if desired, to tenant owning
Theo. Hallman, Lower Pr<
Providence.
hunting style. Going up to where
on*youe way to cure Deafness, and that is Leinbach; piano solo, Miss Carrie ability as a liberal and gracious
of excellent health.
a horse. Rent may be worked out on
M.
A.
Fry,
1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 Vaccin ated .
the rabbit lay, the result of their
farm.
C. TYSON KRATZ,
I const!tututional remedies. Deafness is Paist. The next meeting of the entertainer. The inscription on
Peter Saylor,
“
Dr. W. Z. Anders, the new well directed fire, they found that
11-28. 1039 DeKalb St., Norristown, Pa.
Dr. S. M. Plush, “ .
Nearly 1000,000 persons in Phila
ixused by an inflamed condition of the society will be held December 30 at the cup reads: “Presented to E. A.
physician in town, opened an office rabbit had been dead a day or two
Frank Deeds,
“
®Ucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Krusen M. D., by the Ursinus delphia, according to the chief clerk
Dr, M. Y. Weber, “
in Anthony Poley’s house, Monday. before from rabbitcuriolis precipi
jXOR RENT.
ten this tube gets inflamed you have a Hobson.
Mary Ann Davis, “
College Foot Ball Team, 1901.” The of the health bureau, have been
: A good blacksmith shop. Apply a t
tated
by
the
rabbit
law
becoming
vaccinated
during
the
last
few
R.
N.
Wanner,
“
Don’t
miss
the
oyster
supper,
“bnbliug sound or Imperfect hearing, and
cup is a magnificent specimen of the
once a t
BECKMAN’S HOTEL,
J.
K.
Harley,
Trappe.
■
nul
and
void.
A
day
or
two
before
months
as
a
result
of
the
prevalence
under
the
auspices
of
the
Luther
®hen it is entirely closed Deafness is the re10-10
Trappe, Pa.
silversm ith’s art.
A.
W.
Zollers,
Skippack.
a
person,
who
always
enjoys
a
good
of
smallpox.
He
bases
his
calcu
League in Masonic Hall this Thurs
Spreads Like Wildfire.
,ult, and unless the inflammation can be
joke,
had
been
over
the
fields
and
lation
on
the
fact
that
more
tba>n
day evening. The menu card com
token out and this tube restored to the norWhen things are “ the best” they become
Astounding Discovery,
ANTED.
100,000 vaccinations were made by prises the following unique com saw this dead rabbit, and he placed
Z. ANDERS, M.
toal condition, hearing will be destroyed ‘‘the best selling.” Abraham Hare, a lead
A competent girl for upstairs work
From Goopersville, Mich., comes word of the bureau itself, and that, the re bination of conundrums: 1—Food of it in position in expectation of fool
torever; nine cases out of ten are caused by ing druggist, of Belleville, O., w rites:
and
waiting
upon table, Good reference
“ Electric Bitters are the best selling biiters
wonderful discovery of a pleasant tasting port of private physicians led him the spinning wheel. 2—Son of an ing his neighbor who proposed to
required.
Apply a t
totarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed I have handled in 20 years/7 You know aliquid
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
that when used before retiring by any to reach. that conclusion. Of the old voyager. 3—Heathen Chinee. hunt over the place at the beginning
. 813 MAIN ST., Norristown, Pa.
Sedition of the mucous surfaces. We will why ? Most diseases begin in disorders of one troubled with a bad. cough always en
TRAPPE, PA.
1400 inmates of the Eastern peni 4—Ireland’s Cry. 5—New England of the rabbit season ; but the mighty
8we One Hundred Dollars for any case of stomach, liver, kidneys, bowels, Mood and sures a good night’s rest. “ It will cure the
Office Hours: 7 to 9 a. m., and 8 to 8 p.m.
nerves. Electric Bitters tones up the stom cough, too,” writes Mrs 8. Himelburger, tentiary, 935 have been vaccinated. Brains. 6—Face twister. 7—First nimrods from the several near-by
ANTED.
eafness (caused by catarrh) that can- ach,
11-28
regulates liver, kidneys and bowels, “ for three generations of our family have There has been an average of more
cities anticipated him, shot and Bell ’Phone, 8-x.
A man wants a job a t busking
w Apply
tot be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. purifies the blood, strengthens the nerves, used Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con than fifty new cases of smallpox re Love. 8—Boston’s Overthrow. 9—
at
THIS OFFICE.
T’04 for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY hence cures multitudes oi maladies. It sumption and never found its equal for ported in that- city each week Strength of Men. 10—No grounds
for
complaint.
11—Yellow
skins.
Chamberlain’s
Stomach
and
Liver
Tablets
o
r
s
a
l
e
o
r
r
e
n
t
.
builds
up
the
entire
system.
Puts
new
life
Coughs and Colds.” I t’s an unrivaled life4 CO., Toledo, O.
ANTED.
A good hotel stand. Will be sold or
delight. Oysters cure biliousness, constipation and headache.
and vigor into any weak, sickly, run-down saver when used for desperate lung diseases. during the last two or three months, 12—American
8°ld by Druggists, 75 cents.
man or woman. Price 50 cents. Bold by Guaranteed bottles 50c. and $1.00 at J. W. but the percentage of deaths is served in all styles, cakes, candies, They are pleasant to take and easy in effect. rented on reasonable terms. For further
Lot of first crop clover hay. ‘Ap
information call a t or address,
ply to
E. BECKMAN,
Family Pills are the beet
J. W. Culbert, druggist*
Culbert’s drug store. Tri^l bottles free*
small.
etc.
For sale by W. P. Fenton.
11-15.
THIS OFFICE.
11-21.
Fountain Inn, Trappe, Pa,
Winter bran, $21.00a$21.50; timo
thy hay, $16.50; mixed, $11.50a
$12.50; roller flour, $3.15 to $3.55;
wheat, 72Ja79c.; corn, 70c.; oats,
50c.; beef cattle, 3 | to 6Jc.; sheep,
l i to4c.; lambs, 3i to 5 ic .; hogs, 7}
to 8Jc.; fat cows, 2t to 3 |c .; veal
calves, 3i to 7}c.; dressed steers,
7ial0c.; dressed cows, 5a61c.
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RAILRO ADS.

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT NO /EMBER 17,1901.

Train!« L ea v e C o lle g e v ille .
Fok P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n , B r id g e p o r t
a.n d P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.26, 8.12
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39
ti. m.; 6.13 p m.
For A l l e n t o w n —Week days—7.14,10.05
a. m : 3.19, 6 35, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a.
m.; 7.39 p. m.

Trains! For C o lle g e v ille .
L ea v e P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.04,
8.58 a. in.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
L kave Br id g e p o r t —Week days —6.41,
9.36 a. m ; 2 19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
a. m.; 6.59 p. in.
L ea v e P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n —Week days
—6 58, 9.50 a. m.; 2.40, 6.18, p. m. Sun
days—8.04 . in.; 7.17 p. m.
L ea v e A l l e n t o w n — Week days—4.25,
6 50,9 45 a. m ; 4.35 p. m. Sunday-4.35
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.

When Coal W u Prohibited.

It makes the present generation smile
to read the accounts which have come
down to us concerning the prejudices
which were formerly, entertained
against certain articles which are of
everyday consumption.
For Instance, It is said that when coal
was first used In England the prejudice
against -It was so strong that the house
of commons petitioned the king to pro
hibit the use of the “noxious” fuel.
A royal proclamation having failed to
abate the nuisance, a commission was
issued to ascertain who burned coal
yvlthln the city of London and Its neigh
borhood, to punish them by force for
the first offense and by the demolition
of their furnaces If they persisted In
transgressing. A law was finally pass
ed making It a capital offense to burn
coal in the city and only permitting It
to be used by forges in the vicinity. It
Is stated that among the records In the
Tower of London a document was
found according to which a man was
hanged in the time of Edward I. for no
other crime than having been caught
burning coal. It took three centuries
to entirely efface the prejudice.

ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER

17, 1901.

Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Weekdays—Express, 9.00 a m , 2 00, 4.00,
5'00, 7.15 p m. Aecommoda tio n, 7.00 a m ,
5.15 p. m. Sundays—Express, 9.00. 10.00
a. m., 7.15 p. in. Accommodation, 8.00 a.
m , 5 00 pi m.
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays—
Express, 7 3'i, 9 00, 10.15 é. m., 2 50, 5.30
p. m.r Accommodation, 6.30 a. in , 3 50 p
m. Sundays—Exprès-! 10 15 a. m., 4 30,
7.30 p. m. AeeomiU’ dation, 7 15 a in , 4 05
p. m.
Parlor cars on all express tra’ns.
LEAVE PHILADELPHIA.
For Cape May and Ocean City—Weekdays
8 45 a. m., 4 15 p. m. Sundays—Chestnut
Street 8.45, South Sti ect 8.30 a m.
New York and Atlantic City Express,
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 9.40 a. m
8.40 p. m.
Leave Atlantic City—Weekdays - 8 30 a m.
2 15 p. m.
Detailed time tables at ticket offices.
W. G. BE8LER,
EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’I Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent.

For a Very Good Reason.

C

Newsdealer.

Why Water Won’t Fry.

NORRISTOW N, PA.
( C . H EN R Y F IS H E R ’S OLD S T A N D .)

Every facility for executing firstclass cemetery work. All designs, in

Marble and Granite.
Orders promptly filled. You will
save from 5 to 10 per cent. In mak
ing your selections at the WEST
END MARBLE WORKS.

H. E. Brandt, Proprietor,
Formerly of Royersford,

702 «*704 W. Marshall St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Why cannot we fry In water? Bet
cause water can only be heated to the
boiling point, 212 degrees, and any ad
ditional heat does not Increase Its tem
perature. Two hundred and twelve de
grees of heat will not brown the sur
face of anything. Fat, on the contrary,
can be made much hotter, the tempera
ture depending on the kind. There Is a
lesson here for the economical house
wife. Don’t stuff the stove with fuel
when the vegetables, meat, etc., are
already boiling. They cook no faster
because of the increase of heat.
A Share In m Jewel.

There Is a story told of a French serv
ant who was shown a priceless Jewel
by a great duke.
"Thank you, my lord duke,” said the
man of science, “for allowing me to
share with yon the possession of so
great a treasure.”
“In what way?” sasld the duke.
“Why, your grace can do no more
than, look at it, and yon have allowed
me- to do the same.” — All the Year
Bound.
Living; Like a .Savage.

FRANK W . SHALK0P,
(Successor to. John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker ** Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA .

Civilized people will be sbocked at
the advice of an English physician to
a wealthy patient to live like a savage
to be cured. Savages, it may be re
called, do not belong to club», have no
stock exchanges, know nothing of trust
and trade combinations, run no polit
ical campaigns and so reserve some vi
tality and nerve force.for purely living
purposes.—Baltimore American.
!-■:

I will have the assistance of Daniel 8huler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
1 ^ " Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received, by telephone or telegraph. 5 2

G reat S la u g h te r i » 5’r ie e s 1—For
the next 30 days iI will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness In the next 80 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

W .-E

JO H N SO N ,

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

W hen in Norristown, Pa.,
STO P AT T H E

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
——oOo— «

I S T * First-elass Aceommodations for Man
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo-----

P. K.

Gable, Proprietor.
fw w w w w w W w w
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OE3STTS PER

SURE CORN CURE,

Use DR. HESS’ PAN-A-CE-A for Diseases in Poultry.
------ SOLE A.T ------

C u lb ert’s : D ru g : Store,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
•o ,

a

Main and DeKalb Sts., Morristown, Pa,

BOTTLE.

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Geo. P. Clamer,
CONTRACTOR FOR

Heating
Apparatus

Her Brilliant Inspiration.

| That the proverbial absent minded
brofessor l»i sometimes ably abetted by
his wife la Illustrated by a story told
of Professor Bunsen, One evening
about the usual hour for retiring he
took f t Into his head to run over to the
club Jfnst as he and madam were re
turning from an‘evening call.
“Hut,” said the lady, “I must have
the/front door locked before I retire.”
This emergency staggered the pro
fessor, and as he looked bewildered at
his wife the lady, seized with an in
spiration, continued:
“I’ll go in and lock the door and
throw you the key from the window.”
This programme was carried out and
when he reached the club th e professor
related the Incident to a friend as evi
dence of his wife’s unusual sagacity.
The friend greeted the story ¡with a
roar of, laughter.
“And why, my}dear professor,” he
said, “did you not simply^ admit your
wife, lock the door from •the outside
and come away?”“True,” ejaculated Ith e,learned man
of scienoe; “we never'thought of .that.”
-The climax of the incident waarreached an hour later when, returning' home,
the professor discovered, that the lady
In her excitement had thrown out the
wrong key.
Skipped the Hard Words.

“While I, was In .practice,” said Judge
Gates of/Kansas City, “I was before
the supreme court on one occasion.
While waiting for my case to be called
I listened to, a lawyer from the south
eastern part of the state arguing his
case. He was at least 0 feet 7 Inches
tall and had a voice so deep that when
he spoke it seemed like the rumbling
of Niagara. ‘I will read,’ he said,
‘from a work with which your honors
are no doubt familiar—Blackstone/
“The judge»'did not smile, although
there was a decided twinkle In their
eyes as they glanced at each other.
The man read a few lines and then
said: ‘There is reference here, your
honors, to a footnote by Lord Gran
ville. I would have your honors pay
particular attention to this note be
cause it is by Lord Granville.’
“The judges waited expectantly. The
lawyer held the book in front of him,
glanced at It two or three times and
then coughed as many times in rather
an embarrassed manner. Everybody
waited for several seconds. Finally
he said: ‘Your honors, I see an closer
Inspection that thte footnote Is in Lat
in, so I reckon I’dSbetter skip that.’ "

en Chaff, White Chaff Mediterranean,
Red Russian, Prosperity and Demo
crat have also been recorded as flyproof.
2. Give good culture and endeavor to
get a rapid growth of firm straw.
Some of the worst Injured fields were MONTGOMERY EVANS, P r e s id e n t.
low and moist, and a rank growth of
F. G. H O B SO N ,
succulent straw was produced.

I k Norristown Title, Trost and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital: $250,000

SHEEP SHEARING MACHINES
The Hand Power Machine—
Opinions
of Sheep Men Fro and Con.

As there has lately been some dis
cussion of the merits of sheep shearing
machines, a cut of one of these—a
small hand power machine introduced
into this country several years ago—Is
here reproduced from Rural New York
er. Sheep shearing machines are used
on the large ranches of Australia and,
it is claimed, with satisfaction. As
may be seen, one man or boy is needed
to turn the machine and another to
hold the clipper. The Rural says that
farmers write that it Is much faster
and easier to operate than the old
fashioned sheep shears, while there is

T r e a s u r e r a n d T r u s t O fficer.

PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toRea)
An Ohio Farmer writer comments Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults
favorably on “the humane system of Send for book with full explanations.
Useful Device For Tying Cattle.

holding the record making cattle in
their stalls at the Pan-American dairy.
It is doubtless used by some dairymen,

A V ery Im portant M atter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

EAST AND SA FE CATTLE T IE.

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

F. J. CLAMER.
but many who have not seen it would
gladly adopt It. The animals wear a EMIL K LAUSFELDER, Manager.
collar around the neck, and to each side
of this Is fastened a chain three or four
feet long. The chain ends in a ring
through which is run a rod about three
^
E N T E R P R I S E tr Z
feet long. There are two rods, one on
each side of the stall. They end in a
bend of about two inches to each end,
which allows it to stand parallel with
and two inches or so from the side of
the stall. By this means the chains
R O Y ERSFO RD, P A .
B . H. B R E IH O F , Proprietor.
that are fastened to the collar slide up
and down very easily as the cows
(Formerly H. E. Brmdt.)
stand or lie, and they are almost as
easy as though they were not fastened
at all, and there is no danger of being
tangled.”

Marble a»*Granite W orks

M A IN S T ., C O L L E G E T IL L E , P A .

The Montpmery Trust Company,

M a r ita Granite Works

VEGETABLE DIARRHEA MIXTURE

Antiquity of Playing; Cards.

“I told him I would make him eat his
words,” declared Mr. Beechwood hotly,
Id a safe place ?
If appointed your executor this com speaking of a quarrel he had had with
pany will keep it in its vaults free of ail Mr. Brushton. ' “He has been telling
things about me that are rank un
cost.
As your executor it will see that every truths.”
“How foolishly men talk to one an
provision is faithfully carried out.
other I" commented Mrs. Beechwood
3 Per Cent. Interest on Savings.
placidly.
“What do you mean?” demanded her
husband. “Do you intend to Insinuate
that men talk, to each other more fool
ishly than women chatter?”
110 W EST MAIN STR EET,
“Of course I do," the lady went on
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Imperturbably. “Now, women never
try to make each other eat their words,
OLLEGEVILLE NEW S STAND no matter how angry they may be.”
“Certainly not,” retorted Mr. Beech
Daily and Sunday papers, periodicals,
magaaines, etc., for sale. Orders for books, wood, “and for a very good reason too."
papers, reading material, etc., taken,
“What reason?" she demanded.
promptly supplied. Segars, tobacco, pipes,
"Because their digestive apparatus Is
&c. Candies in variety. F ruit in season.
Papers served by carrier through College Inferior to their vocabulary.” —Pitts
ville.
S. S. AUGEE,
burg Chronicle-Telegraph.

WEST EN D

the

The game of cards was first played
In Steam , H ot
in the east and seems to have had a
W ater, and
military origin. Cards were introduced
H ot Air.
from Asia Into Europe at the time of
the crusades and were first nsed by
necromancers to foretell fortunes. They
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
soon became a popular amusement In Branches. Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune RaDges
the south of Europe, where the Sara Cottage Boilers, Gas and Gasoline Engines; Rider,-« 3
cens and Moors taught the people how and Erricsson’s Hot Air Pumping Engines.
to use them, and card playing spread
ESTIMATEN FU R N ISH E D ON APPLICATION.
to all parts of the continent. The state
records of Germany mention the fact
that Rudolph I., In 1275, was fond of
the game and played with his court
iers.
After the Invention of paper the man
ufacture of cards became extensive,
but declined somewhat when card play
ing was forbidden by several of the
UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO
German states and by the English gov
ernment on account of the supposed
SELECT FROM 1
Immoral tendency. Before the era of
We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.
paper cards In the orient were made
of Ivory, papyrus and. canvas, less fre
SOFT HATS, 50c. to *2.50.
quently of the precious metals and
quite commonly of wood.
STIFF HATS, *1.00 to *2.50.

IS Y O U R W IL L

10-t7-3m.

USE

Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings.

A SH E EP SHEARING MACHINE.

Agricultural Brevities.

Bermuda, Spain and faraway Egypt
all contribute to New York’s onion sup
ply.
New Jersey cornfields have suffered
from the blackbirds. They rip open
the ears with their sharp bills; then the
rain and dew rot the grain.
Master Market pea, a novelty of this
season, is very favorably reported up
on.
The Delaware tomato crop has been
light
The clover seed crop Is short owing to
deficiency in the second crop.
An abundance of grapes is reported.
Liming the soil Intended for beets,
preferably in the fall, the application
of acid phosphate and Thomas slag
with the seed and the treatment of the
beet seed Itself with fungicidal sub
stances are suggested by the station for
root blight and heart rot.

less danger to the sheep in the hands
of a careless man. It is estimated that
it would need a flock of 75 or 100 good
sheep in order to make the machine
pay for Itself. By putting in another
BOY8 HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c. set of knives It can be used for clip
ping horses.
On the other hand, a well known
sheepman, writing in Ohio Farmer, is
263 H igh St., P ottstow n .
38 Main St., N orristow n. of the opinion that a hand power ma
chine is not very profitable. He finds
that It takes a man (not a boy) to turn
all day, that the knives soon get dull,
and must be sent to an expert for
sharpening and that, although a lamb
Well and decidedly better than
can be shorn very nicely and smooth
by taking pains, one cannot shear fast
enough, and the wool must be cut a
Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi second time If any speed Is made.
Replying to this adverse opinion,
tion and our work will ,
through Ohio Farmer, another man
says:
“As a young man I learned to shear
The Connecticut tobacco crop Is said
In Australia and could, with four good
you. Try us.
to be one of the largest in years.
pair
of
hand
shears,
without
cutting,
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too shear an average of eighty a day. I
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and was taught by an expert, and the se
designs to select from.
cret is not In shearing, but In holding
T
C! A Y 7 T A U P rop rietor o f MARBLE WORKS, and in knowing that the skin must be
. L . o A I L U lli
COLLEGEVILLE,.PA.
kept tight and the bottom blade flat
Now that I have got used to the ma
chine, I will never use the hand shears
again. To say that the machine Is not
popular and celebrated, and the conver
an improvement on the hand shears is
sation was largely a tribute to the chef.
to say the grain binder is no improve
The day came when she should return
ment on the hand sickle.”
to the United States. Could the cook
Still another Ohio sheep grower testi
be persuaded to go with her? ‘What!
fies in. the same paper: “I have had my
Leave Paris? Never!’ But she offered
sheep sheared three years now with a
him a salary-that was incredibly, pre
machine and have nothing but praise
posterously high, and he went with
for it. Every one who buys the ma
her.
chine wants the grinding stone also.
“She had hardly settled her house
Any good mechanic can grind the
when she gave a dinner party that she
shears.”
hoped would be sensational. Not' one
dish was fit to he eaten. The hostess,
A Discreet Suggestion.
almost hysterical, after the gloomy
While the unloaded pistol goes on
meal was over rushed to the kitchen
slaying Its thousands and the ever
Under its new management
to find out whether the cook’s art was a
loaded oil can its tens of thousands
matter of Parisian atmosphere, and
D IR E C T FROM T H E FO R E ST
there Is something else that appears
would announce to the
then, and only then, she discovered to the mills, and then to our yards. To sur equally as Innocent and unassuming
that her famous chef had never cooked vey our stock would be an Interesting occu that claims victims every year and
public
a dinner for her in Paris; that he had pation. The great variety of
causes much financial loss and exqui
got It all from a world famous boule
site suffering among men and animals.
LUMBER
vard restaurant.”
The Instrument of death and suffering THAT PRICES
In our yards, the uniform excellence of qual
ity, and its fine condition, prove very pleas referred to Is the upturned rusty nail
HI Clad Statnea.
ing. Our line of prices on small lots and so common around the average farm
We sympathize with the tailors of large quantities, is interesting, too. Doubt and In the backyards of country stores.
Have been GREATLY
Berlin. They may well be Indignant less we can save any lumber user maDy dol It may seen a very small and simple
at the way sculptors libel tailoring. lars on every job If we fnrnlsh the Lumber. act to stop and break off or turn down
REDUCED in all machine
If they have a Bismarck clothed In bad
a nail, but that small and simple serv
work and supplies, and
fitting garments, we, too, have a John
ice may be the means of saving a life
Bright and a W. E. Forster portrayed
or of preventing the most acute suffer
that
In garments that would bring the blush
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
ing the human body can endure.—
to any tailor’s cheek. Sculptors de
Home and Farm.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
light in folds and looseness, and what
EVERY EFFORT
care they that the coat buttons on the
Hie Pleasing Driving Horse.
left side or the pocket flaps on one side
Nowadays a horse is a horse, but to
are half as large again as on the other.
Will be put forth to give
satisfy the demand for a stylish driv
Buttons and seams are often beneath
ing
horse
every
line
and
movement
their notice, and so they perpetuate
our patrons the best possi
should please the eye. He must show
monstrosities such as no man would or
considerable
speed,
and
his
work
must
could wear, let alone any tailor make.—
ble service on a SMALL
be done neatly and with apparent pride
London Tailor and Cutter.
and satisfaction to the animal. He
MARGIN of PROFIT.
must respond to the will of the driver
For ’Their Own Calves.
and exhibit sense and courage in the
A couple of young men were out fish
presence of unusual sights and sounds.
ing one day and on returning were go
SPECIAL ATTENTION
ing past a farmhouse and felt hungry.
Transporting Cabbage.
HAVING ASSUMED CHARGE OF THE
They yelled to the farmer’s daughters,
The cabbage carrier figured and de
“Girls, have you any buttermilk?”
Given to orders for all
scribed by Rawson In his work on mar
The reply was gently wafted back
ket
gardening
is
light
and
durable
and
kinds of plumbing and
to their ears, “Yes, but we keep it for
can easily be carried between the rows
our own calves.”
of cabbages. It Is made of such size
pipe fitting. Promptness,
The boys calculated that they had
as to hold all that two men will want
business away, and they went.—-Coun
first - class material and
to carry.
try Gentleman.
In transporting produce to market a
I invite all former patrons to continue their very substantial wagon Is used. As reworkmanship guaranteed.
Theory and Practice.
“Dlnglebat has original ideas about patronage and earnestly solicit new ones to
family government. He says every give me a trial.
PUMPS AND
home shonld be a little republic, where
universal toleration prevails and every
one has a voice In the government.”
WINDMILLS
“Yes, his family is managed on that
By a First-elass Mechanic.
plan; but he and Mrs. Dlnglebat have
the same old wrangle every day as to
Continued and special attention to New
Furnished and Repaired.
A CABBAGE CARRIER.
Who shall be president.”
gards construction it corresponds in
C arriage a n d W agon W ork .
Get our prices before mak
some points to those ordinarily used in
Not Painful.
R
ep
a
irin
g
in
A
ll
I
ts
B
ra
n
ch
es.
the city for moving heavy, furniture or
“Here,” cried Oldham to his fellow
ing your selections.
for heavy express service, but is rather
lodger, who was starting for his holi
All kinds of ma
more strongly built than most of these
day, “that’s my brush and comb you’re
and is mounted on four strong elliptic
putting In your portmanteau.”
chinery repaired.
steel springs instead of three.
“Well, let me have ’em. You won’t
heed ’em; you’ve grown so bald lately.” T IV E R Y AND
. “That’s just It. I can’t part with
HESSIAN FLY.
EVERY ORDER
them.”—London Answers.

TRACEY, the Hatter;

—ie Y ou C an Do a s EE—
—= Y o u EE—
—EE P le a s e EEE—

The

H

Roberts

M achine

To enumerate all the different classes of work I handle would require too
much space ; let it be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANY
THING in the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and intelligent consideration.
PRICE8 QUOTED ON ANY KIND OF WORK.

THE 0LDSTAND

W m . C. H A R T H ’S

Established - - 1875.

BAKERY

io U t f o v iU s jjita f.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

FIRST-CLASS

Choice Bread

BREAD
— AND—

AND

Cakes

C A K E S
Baked by the Proprietor
himself,

* IN VARIETY.
Who has had years of experience in bak
Fnll assortment of Cakes and Confection eries of first grade. All kinds of plain and
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
Ices. Special attention given to supplying orders.
Weddings and Parties.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
JO H N H . C U ST E R ,
Every effort will be made to please
22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

FARMERS, CALL AND SEE
■ THE H O M ES

T a k e N o tic e !

Company

THE ONLY GENUINE

CEREALINE
Qti? F E E D ^

¡CARRIAGE WORKS:

Blacksmith and
Paint Departments

OAKS,

“Cholly doesn’t seem to be of much
use in the world.”
“Oh, I don’t know; he makes a nice
bigarette holder.”—Philadelphia Bulle
tin.
Couldn’t Use Him.

Cholly—So you think I am too slow
for any use?
She—Yes. You don’t even make the
other young men Jealous.—Smart Set.’
Foolish.

Robert Lowe, afterward Lord Sherbrook, once saw a deaf member of par
liament trying his best to catch with
his ear trumpet the words of an ex
tremely dull speech. “Just look at that
foolish man," said Lowe, “throwing
away his natural advantages.”
No Deferred Payments.

"Is your daughter learning to play by
note?”
"Certainly not,” answered Mrs. Cumrox a little Indignantly. "We pay cash
for every lesson. The Ideal”—Wash
ington Star.
Well Bred.

Gentleman—That looks a well bred
Idog.
Her Chef Prom Paris.
Owner—I should think he was well
“Ah American woman,” says the Bos
ton Journal, “who lived in Paris was bred. Why, he won’t have a bit of din
famous for herjeook. Her dinners were n e r till he’s got his collar on t—Punch.

Interesting Observations by tbe New
York State Entomologist.

Large or small, will be

Discussing the Hessian fly In New
York, Dr. Felt, the state- entomologist,
.fully appreciated and must
says in Country Gentleman:
be filled to the entire
This pest caused considerable Injury
In New York In 1899 and 1900, but the
satisfaction of tbe cus
damage Inflicted last spring appears
from all accounts to have been much
tomer.
greater than in recent years. Wheat
passed the winter in excellent condi
tion, and the remark was made In my
At Stroud’s Railroad House* presence that farmers would have THE ROBERTS MACHINE
hardly thanked any one for a guaran
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
tee of a full crop, so promising was the
COMPANY,
TEAMS TO HIRE situation early in the spring. The sea
son was exceptional, and rains follow
A t all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack ed each other in quick succession, pro
or carriage to any destination desired.
C ollegeville , P a .
ducing a vigorous growth of all 5-2.
HORNE C L IP P IN G every weekday. grasses, so that the hay crop was an
LaT” Contracts for moving goods and enormous one. So far as could be
heavy hauling taken.
learned, there was little indication of
Carriages, harness, blankets, etc., the work of this pest last fall, but as
for sale a t reasonable prices.
the spring advanced the grain suffered
more and more, till the latter part of
H E N R Y Y O ST , JR.
June or early July, when reports of
the true condition of affairs began to ^ prom ptly procured, OB NO FEB. Send model, sketch, v
photo for free report on patentability. Book *‘Howv
or rent.
come In. A personal Investigation of < or Obtain
U . S. and F oreign Patents and Trade-M ark*,” SJ
Farms and other property. I make some of the Infested localities has con 2J toFREE.
Fairest term* ever offered to inventor«.If
a specialty of renting and collecting. Have
} PATENT LAWYERS OF 2 6 YEARS' PR AC TICE.(
vinced
me
that
many
of
the
reports
some applicants for farms, etc. Prompt
,
20,000 PATENTS PROCURED THROUGH THEM .
attention. Lease free. Call on or ad made to me were literally true.
; A ll business confidential. Sound advice. Faithl
1 service. Moderate charges.
dress
K. P. BALDWIN. ,
Among
preventive
measures
Dr.
Felt
27dec.
CollegevilieV Pa,
>W
S»C. A . S N O W & COJ
advises the following:
PATENT LAWYERS,
1. Grow resistant varieties. No. 8 In
WASHINGTON, D. C .)
E T YO U R Postera P rin ted at the sections Investigated withstood a t - . < Opp. U. S. Patent Office,
th e Independent Office.
tack exceedingly well. Dawson’s Gold- *

PATENTS

F

G

:J

IT E Y

D e a le r In th e B e s t G ra d es o f

Trust and Safe Deposit Co,,

L eh igh a n d S c h u y lk ill

- a o -A . l -

1

THE ALBERTSON ,

PA.

Cor. Main and S w ed e Sts.,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

AT BOTTOM PRICES.
FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ

Pays Interest on Deposits.

ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.

We might write a book on the

B®*' Furniture

EVOLUTION

Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

Of the SEWING MACHINE, beginning with
the first crude inve tion of Elias H we,
more than a half ce tury ag >, and extend
ing up to the present production of the
WHEELER & WILSON M’F’G. CO.

& T.

COLLEGEVILLE

Furniture W arero o m s!
We a re now p rep a red to otter
o u r cu sto m e r s g o o d s at- p rices
n ev er b efo re heard of*

R. H. Gratsr, Proprietor.
BOARDING STABLES

O

IN SMALL SUMS.

A. E. HOOD,

HORSESHOEING

His Usefulness.

: M

V

CAN BE HAD OF

W . H. GRI STOCK’S SONS
- COLLEGEVILLE -

IT IS A NEW PLAN FOR LAYING BY

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

BALL BEARING,

Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are tbe best in the
market,.and are well worth inspection.
Pari r Suits in Hair Cloth, Broca telle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents : fa* *
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents
Make your selections early, w^ile stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended ’<'•
promptly.
All goods delivered free

NO. 0.
There would be nine interesting chapters,
regarding the advancement and Improvement
In the FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
Through all these changes from the No. 1
and No. 2 (whl h now seem so awkward
with the work running sidewise) we have
maintained the ORIGINAL PRINCIPLE,

The Rotary Motion,

■ FURNISHING

W
(NO SHUTTLE) and with the addition of
the BALL BEARINGS have now the most
perfect and fastest running machine in the
world.
Up-to-date styles of cabinet work.
We frequently have customers tell us ’hey
Orders entrusted to my charge will rec®fv‘
have used one of our SEWING MACHINES the most careful and painstaking »tteniio.
for 25 or 80 yeais. What better recommend 1

Undertaker ♦» Embalmer
Joh n L . B e c h te l,

WMer&TOiMauufactiiraiCo.
1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.

For SaleDyG. W . YOST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I f you have anythinq >o
tell, advertise ifin the Independent,

COLLRGKVII.i.F

PA

’P jeonb N o. 18.

N

o r r is t o w n h e r a l d b o o k

BIN D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and

wrtalri-np Ap.r-- 1

-•>.1 (*>

V.r«

MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor,

